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(54) THREE-DIMENSIONAL WAREHOUSING SYSTEM

(57) A three-dimensional warehousing system, for
use in implementing precision operation and manage-
ment of the placement and retrieval of stored goods in a
warehouse, and increasing the storage utilization rate of
the space of the warehouse, thus implementing
high-density storage and goods-to-person storing and
picking operations. The technical solution comprises
racks (6-1), several containers, a load-carrying trolley,
and track switching apparatus (6-2). The racks comprise
a track structure and define at least one load-supporting
platform. The track structure comprises several running
tracks (3-2). The at least one load-supporting platform is
arranged below the running tracks. The containers are
used for storing goods. At least some of the containers
are stacked and placed on the at least one load-support-
ing platform. The load-carrying trolley runs back and forth
on the several running tracks so as to perform access
operations with respect to the containers in the container
storage system. The track switching apparatus are con-
structed for use in switching the load-carrying trolley from
the current running track on which the load-carrying trol-
ley is located to a target running track.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to field of logistics
warehouse technologies and, in particular, to a three-
dimensional warehouse.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Existing logistics warehouses or storehouses
need to use a large amount of racks. Many of the existing
racks are mobile racks equipped with rollers. The mobile
racks are arranged on tracks, and are driven by a driving
device to move forward and backward on the tracks to
transport goods. In order to improve efficiency, the racks
are usually arranged in multiple tiers, and goods are
placed on each tier. Due to the goods carried on the racks,
moving the racks consume a lot of electric energy. In
addition, for sorting, loading, unloading and other actions
of one certain rack, the entire rack system needs to be
activated and moved as a whole, which consumes a lot
of energy and especially leads to high ineffective power
consumption and low power utilization rate. Each mobile
rack often weighs hundreds of kilograms. Therefore,
when the mobile racks move as a whole, the loss caused
by collision with each other is relatively large, and it has
high level requirements for the tracks and the braking
system. In the existing rack circulation movement sys-
tem, steering design of common racks is a rail loop de-
sign, that is, turning radius of the rack track is very large,
and the rack performs a steering cycle on the turning
track. In one of various current designs for the inter-
switching of the rack tracks, a lateral moving device is
adopted, that is, lateral moving tracks are disposed at
both ends of the track, and a rack transfer device is des-
ignated to the lateral moving track, and the rack can be
transferred to another track by using the transfer device.
The rack has a large weight as a multi-tier structure,
which leads to lots of power consumption when being
transferred to the transfer device. This structure has high
level requirements on the load-bearing strength, impact
resistance strength and power of the transfer device. For
example, Chinese patent application No.
201610955227.0, titled automatic dense warehouse de-
vice, and published on February 8, 2017, discloses a
warehousing system in which racks are placed on tracks.
This kind of rack warehousing system is suitable for a
situation where stacks of goods are not high. However,
for a situation of higher layer, because the stacking is too
high, it may be unsafe during the movement, and the
energy loss for ineffective handling is too large.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] The technical problem to be solved by the
present invention is to provide a three dimensional ware-
housing system for accurate inbound and outbound op-

eration and management and improved space utilization
rate of the warehouse so as to realize high density stor-
age and goods-to-man picking.
[0004] In one aspect, the present application provides
a container storage system, which further comprises a
rack, a plurality of containers, a carrier vehicle, and a
track-switching device. The rack includes a track struc-
ture and defines at least one load-bearing platform, the
track structure includes a plurality of running tracks, and
the at least one load-bearing platform is located below
the running track. Each container is configured to store
goods, and at least part of the containers is stacked and
placed on the at least one load-bearing platform, The
carrier vehicle is configured to move forward and back-
ward on the running tracks to perform storage and re-
trieval operations to containers in the container storage
system. The track-switching device is configured to
switch the carrier vehicle from a current running track
where the carrier vehicle is located to a target running
track.
[0005] In one embodiment, the track-switching device
comprises a transition track and a track-switching vehi-
cle. The transition track is connected with an end of each
running track. The track-switching vehicle is located on
the transition track and movable forward and backward
on the transition track. The track-switching vehicle is con-
figured to receive the carrier vehicle and transport the
carrier vehicle along the transition track to the target run-
ning track. The current running track and the target run-
ning track are two parallel running tracks on the same
tier, and the transition track is perpendicular to each run-
ning track.
[0006] In one embodiment, the rack comprises a plu-
rality of track layers, each track layer is provided with one
of the at least one load-bearing platform under it and a
plurality of parallel running tracks. The container storage
system is equipped with the carrier vehicle and the track-
switching device corresponding to each track layer.
[0007] In one embodiment, the container storage sys-
tem includes at least one processor which is used to con-
trol operating of the plurality of carrier vehicles and/or
track-switching vehicles on the track, control at least one
of the plurality of carrier vehicles to store a container con-
taining ordered goods in the container storage system,
control at least one of the plurality of carrier vehicles to
retrieve at least one container containing ordered goods
from the container storage system and deliver the at least
one retrieved container to a temporary storage station,
and control at least one of the plurality of carrier vehicles
to store at least one container containing at least one
piece of cargo which comes from at least one retrieved
container in the container storage system. The at least
one processor is further configured to control at least one
of the plurality of track-switching vehicles to transport a
corresponding carrier vehicle to the target running track.
[0008] In another aspect, the present application pro-
vides a method for storing and retrieving a target con-
tainer in/from a container storage system. The container
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storage system comprises a plurality of running tracks,
a plurality of containers stacked on at least one load-
bearing platform, and a plurality of controllable carrier
vehicles and a plurality of track-switching vehicles. The
container is used to store goods. The method comprises:

determining a target storage location of a target con-
tainer according to order information, controlling at
least one carrier vehicle to move along the target
running track to above the target container, and load-
ing the target container on the carrier vehicle by
means of a grasping mechanism, and then control-
ling the carrier vehicle loaded with the target con-
tainer to run along the target running track to above
the target storage location and placing the target
container in the target storage location;
if the target container is not in a working space of
the current running track of the carrier vehicle, con-
trolling one of the track-switching vehicles to trans-
port the carrier vehicle to the target running track
above the target container, and then controlling the
carrier vehicle to run along the target running track
to above the target container and loading the target
container on the carrier vehicle by means of the
grasping mechanism, and then controlling the carrier
vehicle loaded with the target container to run along
the target running track to above the target storage
location and place the target container in the target
storage location; and
if the target storage location is not in the working
space of the current running track of the carrier ve-
hicle loaded with the target container, controlling one
of the track-switching vehicles to transport the carrier
vehicle loaded with the target container to a target
running track corresponding to the target storage lo-
cation, and then controlling the carrier vehicle loaded
with the target container to run along the target run-
ning track to above the target storage location and
place the target container in the target storage loca-
tion.

[0009] In another aspect, the present application pro-
vides a method for storing and retrieving a target con-
tainer in/from a container storage system, wherein the
container storage system comprises a plurality of running
tracks, a plurality of containers stacked on at least one
load-bearing platform of the container storage system,
and a plurality of controllable carrier vehicles and a plu-
rality of track-switching vehicles, the container is config-
ured to store goods. The method com prises:

determining a location of a target container accord-
ing to order information, controlling at least one car-
rier vehicle to run to above the target container along
one of the running tracks, and picking up the target
container by means of a grasping mechanism of the
carrier vehicle;
if the target container is not in the working space of

the current running track of the carrier vehicle, con-
trolling one of the track-switching vehicles to trans-
port the carrier vehicle to a target running track above
the target container, and then controlling the carrier
vehicle to run along the target running track to above
the target container and picking up the target con-
tainer by means of the grasping mechanism; and
If the target container is not at the topmost of a stack-
ing tower where the target container is located, con-
trolling one or more carrier vehicles to transfer and
place non-target containers stacked above the target
container on other stacking tower by means of the
grasping mechanism of the carrier vehicle so that
the target container is at the peek of the stacking
tower, and controlling one carrier vehicle to pick up
the target container by means of the grasping mech-
anism of the carrier vehicle.

[0010] In another aspect, a method for storing and re-
trieving a target container in/from a container storage
system, wherein the container storage system comprises
a plurality of running tracks, a plurality of containers
stacked on at least one load-bearing platform of the con-
tainer storage system, and a plurality of controllable car-
rier vehicles and a plurality of track-switching vehicles,
the container is configured to store goods. The method
comprises:

determining a target storage location of a target con-
tainer according to order information, controlling at
least one carrier vehicle to run to above the target
container along a target running track, and grasping
the target container to the target storage location and
stacking it on a stacking tower of the target storage
location by means of a grasping mechanism of the
carrier vehicle;
if the target container is not in the working space of
the current running track of the carrier vehicle, con-
trolling one of the track-switching vehicles to trans-
port the carrier vehicle to the target running track
above the target container, and then controlling the
carrier vehicle to run along the target running track
to above the target container and loading the target
container on the carrier vehicle by means of the
grasping mechanism, and then controlling the carrier
vehicle loaded with the target container to run along
the target running track to above the target storage
location and placing the target container at the target
storage location;
if the target storage location is not in the working
space of the current running track of the carrier ve-
hicle loaded with the target container, controlling one
of the track-switching vehicles to transport the carrier
vehicle loaded with the target container to the target
running track at the target storage location, and then
controlling the carrier vehicle loaded with the target
container to run along the target running track to
above the target storage location and placing the
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target container at the target storage location; and
if the target container is not at the topmost of the
stacking tower, controlling one or more carrier vehi-
cles to transfer and place non-target containers
stacked above the target container on other stacking
tower by means of the grasping mechanism of the
carrier vehicle, such that the target container is at
the topmost of the stacking tower, and controlling
one carrier vehicle to load the target container on
the carrier vehicle by means of the grasping mech-
anism of the carrier vehicle, and placing the target
container at the target storage location.

[0011] In the above methods, although the target con-
tainer is usually transferred to and placed on the top place
of the target storage location or the stacking tower, it can
also be transferred to and placed on other specific layer
of the target storage location or another appropriate lo-
cation in the stacking tower.
[0012] The running tracks can be supported on the col-
umns in the above methods.
[0013] In another aspect, the present application pro-
vides a three-dimensional warehousing system compris-
ing a rack, multiple layers of load-bearing platforms, and
a plurality of carrier vehicles. The rack defines a plurality
of track layers arranged in a vertical direction. Each layer
of load-bearing platform is located under a corresponding
track layer, and multiple containers each configured to
store goods are stacked and placed on each layer of
load-bearing platform. Each carrier vehicle is suspended
under a corresponding track layer and configured to run
along running tracks of the track layer to perform storage
and retrieval operations to the containers of the three-
dimensional warehousing system. Except for the peak
track layer, the top of each remaining track layer serves
as one of the load-bearing platforms.
[0014] In another aspect, the present application pro-
vides a suspension grasping device, the suspension
grasping device being configured to run along a track.
The track comprises double rails, each rail being tubular
and having a tube cavity. The suspension grasping de-
vice comprises a housing and a grasping mechanism.
The housing comprises a walking device and a driving
device. The walking device comprises four walking rollers
on sides of the housing, and front and rear roller axles,
both ends of each roller axle being provided with the roll-
ers. The rollers are configured to walk in the tube cavities
of the rails. The driving device is configured to drive the
walking device and comprises a driving motor and a belt
transmission device. The belt transmission device com-
prises a first driving pulley and a second driving pulley
connected to an output shaft of the driving motor, wherein
the first driving pulley is connected to a first driven pulley
through a synchronous belt, the second driving pulley is
connected to a second driven pulley through a synchro-
nous belt; the first driven pulley and the second driven
pulley are respectively sleeved and fixed on the two roller
axles. The driving motor drives the first driving pulley and

the second driving pulley to rotate, the first driving pulley
and the second driving pulley drive their respective driven
pulleys to rotate, the driven pulleys in turn drive the roller
axles to rotate, and the roller axles rotate to drive the
rollers to rotate. The grasping mechanism is arranged
under the housing and configured to grasp a goods con-
tainer in a three-dimensional warehousing system.
[0015] In another aspect, the present application pro-
vides a track-switching device for switching a carrier ve-
hicle from a first running track to a second running track.
The track-switching device comprises a transition track
and a track-switching vehicle. The transition track con-
nects ends of the first running track and the second run-
ning track together. The track-switching vehicle is located
on the transition track and configured to run back and
forth on the transition track. The track-switching vehicle
comprises: a vehicle body, a moving mechanism in-
stalled on the vehicle body, a driving device connected
to the moving mechanism and configured to drive the
moving mechanism to move and therefore drive the
track-switching vehicle to move back and forth on the
transition track and docking rails arranged on the vehicle
body, and configured to be docked with the first running
track and the second running track.
[0016] In some embodiments, the container is used to
store goods, stacked on the load-bearing platform and
adapted to be grasped and transferred to desired loca-
tions. In some embodiments, if the lowest layer of tracks
acts only as the load-bearing tube but not the tracks, the
lowest layer of tracks can be replaced by a planar body.
The planar body may be ground, a flat stage, a non-rail
tubular bracket that can support the goods containers. If
the lowest layer of tracks acts only as the load bearing
platform, no carrier vehicle is mounted on the lowest layer
of tracks. In this case, the function of the tracks is not
fully used. Therefore, the lowest layer of tracks can be
replaced by a planar body without the track function. The
ground is the simplest example of such planar body. Po-
sitioning protrusions may be disposed on the ground, and
the containers can be positioned by the positioning pro-
trusions.
[0017] In some embodiments, at least two pairs of rails
are disposed on the same layer. The end of each pair of
rails is provided with the track-switching device. After en-
tering the track-switching device, the carrier vehicle is
transferred by the track-switching device to the target
pair of rails. If there are three or more than three pairs of
rails, the track-switching device can complete track-
switching between different pairs of rails, rather than be-
tween two adjacent pairs of rails.
[0018] In some embodiments, the three-dimensional
warehousing system includes two layers of tracks ar-
ranged vertically. Different from the above embodiments,
the lower track layer acts only as the load-bearing plat-
form and does not have the running track for the sus-
pended carrier vehicle. The upper track layer acts as the
running track for the suspended carrier vehicle. Such
warehouse has a simple structure. The lower layer of
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tracks may be replaced by a flat plate, and a floor stacking
space for stacking of goods can be formed below the
lower layer of tracks or the flat plate. The stacking height
can be determined according to needs.
[0019] In some embodiments, the three-dimensional
warehousing system includes at least three layers of
tracks. Among the three layers of tracks, the lowest layer
of tracks acts only as the load-bearing platform, and the
topmost layer of tracks acts only as the running tracks
for the suspended carrier vehicle. The intermediate layer
of tracks acts as both the load-bearing platform and the
tracks for the suspended carrier vehicle. The tracks of
the intermediate layer have the track function as well as
the function of bearing the load of the goods containers.
[0020] In some embodiments, in the warehouse having
three layers of tracks, except for the topmost layer and
lowest layer of tracks, each intermediate layer of tracks
has the dual functions, i.e. the track function and the load-
bearing function. There may be four, five or more layers
of tracks. The multiple layers make the track system a
three dimensional construction, and the entire ware-
house is made a complete and highly efficient three di-
mensional warehouse. The tracks of the lowest layer
have goods container positioning structures for position-
ing the lowest layer of goods containers and stabilizing
the lower part of the rack. The lowest layer of tracks can
be replaced by a flat plate, and a floor stacking space for
goods can be formed below the lower layer of tracks or
the flat plate. The stacking height can be determined ac-
cording to needs.
[0021] In some embodiments, the load-bearing plat-
form may be a flat plate, ground or tracks. The three
dimensional rack includes at least one layer of tracks.
The goods containers of the first layer (i.e. the lowest
layer) may be stacked directly on the flat ground surface,
or flat track beams or tracks. The first layer of tracks may
be the same as the tracks for the suspended vehicle. The
goods containers above the first layer are stacked on the
tracks. The topmost layer of tracks acts only as the tracks
for the suspended carrier vehicle, and each remaining
layer of tracks acts as the load-bearing platform as well
as the tracks for the suspended carrier vehicle. The load-
bearing platform may be a flat plate or tracks. In certain
special cases, the load-bearing platform is the ground,
i.e. the goods containers are placed on the ground.
[0022] In some embodiments, the cross section of
each load-bearing tube is in the shape of a square, a
circle or oval with a notch.
[0023] In some embodiments, a side of the load-bear-
ing tube where the notch is defined is an inner side of
the load-bearing tube, and the inner side comprises a
first side portion located above the notch and a second
side portion located below the notch, and carrier vehicle
positioning holes are set in any one of the first side portion
and the second side portion.
[0024] In some embodiments, the top of the each load-
bearing tube is provided with a top protrusion for posi-
tioning the container. With the goods container being po-

sitioned, it can be easily assigned coordinates such that
the carrier vehicle can accurately locate it.
[0025] In some embodiments, the two load-bearing
tubes of each pair of load-bearing tubes are connected
together by cross beams, and the cross beams are fixed
on the top of the load-bearing tubes and are fixed on the
columns.
[0026] In some embodiments, each cross beam con-
tinuously fixes a plurality of pairs of parallel load-bearing
tubes, and both ends of each cross beam are respectively
fixed on two of the columns. Multiple cross beams are
arrange in parallel, which divide the plurality of pairs of
parallel load-bearing tubes into multiple container stor-
age areas. A control system may assign coordinates to
the storage areas, such that the carrier vehicle can find
the corresponding goods container.
[0027] In some embodiments, the transition track
and/or the docking rails comprise two grooved rails facing
to each other, with notches formed in inner sides of the
grooved rails. The grooved rail is tubular, and each
grooved rail comprises a second tube cavity for a roller
to roll in it. Each grooved rail is provided with a second
notch along an axial direction of the tubular rail for the
roller to insert, and the second notch extends along an
axial direction of the tube cavity.
[0028] In some embodiments, the docking rails are
docked with a docking rail base that is fixed on the second
vehicle body, the docking rails are movably connected
with the docking rail base, the docking rails are connected
with a docking rail driver, and the docking rail driver is
configured to drive the docking rails so that the docking
rails can move back and forth on the docking rail base.
[0029] In some embodiments, a sliding block is provid-
ed on an outer side of each docking rail, the docking rail
base comprises a sliding groove, and the sliding block is
located in the sliding groove of the docking rail base.
[0030] In some embodiments, an alignment position-
ing sensor is provided between the docking rails and the
running track.
[0031] In some embodiments, a fixing device for the
carrier vehicle is provided on the second vehicle body.
[0032] In some embodiments, the moving mechanism
comprises a roller device, the roller device comprises
vertical rollers and horizontal rollers disposed in the tran-
sition track, wherein the vertical rollers roll on the bottom
of the transition track, and the horizontal rollers roll on
inner side walls of the transition track.
[0033] In some embodiments, there is also a temporary
workstation for placing the container under the track-
switching device. The temporary workstation is disposed
below the position where the track-switching vehicle is
docked with the running rails, or it can be disposed under
the running tracks. When picking operation or moving
the container is desired, the carrier vehicle grasps the
container, enters the track-switching device, and places
the container on the temporary workstation, allowing for
the picking operation or moving the container.
[0034] In some embodiments, the moving mechanism
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comprises a two-axle roller assembly and a roller driving
device, the roller driving device comprises a motor and
a transmission pair which connects the roller driving de-
vice and roller axles, both ends of each roller axle are
provided with rollers, the roller driving device drives the
roller axles to rotate through the transmission pair, and
the roller axles drives the rollers to rotate.
[0035] In some embodiments, the transmission pair is
a belt transmission device, the belt transmission device
is drivingly connected to the two axles, the motor drives
belts on the belt transmission device, the belts drives the
two axles to rotate, and the axles in turn drive the rollers
to rotate.
[0036] In some embodiments, the fixing device for the
carrier vehicle is arranged on a side of the track-switching
vehicle, and comprises a fixing device motor, a compac-
tor and a retractor, wherein the retractor connects the
fixing device motor and the compactor. The compactor
is configured to urge the side of the carrier vehicle, and
the fixing device motor adjusts the forward and backward
action of the compactor through the retractor.
[0037] In some embodiments, the compactor is a fric-
tion plate with an uneven surface, a magnet or friction
resin.
[0038] In some embodiments, the side of each docking
rail where the notch is defined is an inner side of the
docking rail, the inner side comprises a first side portion
located above the notch and a second side portion locat-
ed below the notch, and track-switching vehicle walking
positioning holes are provided on either side portion, a
positioning sensor corresponding to the track-switching
vehicle positioning hole is provided on the track-switching
vehicle, and the positioning sensor is fixed on the track-
switching vehicle and located in the second tube cavity
of the transition track.
[0039] In some embodiments, the two docking rails are
connected by a docking rail connecting piece, the dock-
ing rail connecting piece is drivingly connected to an elec-
tric actuator, and the electric actuator is connected to an
actuator motor, the actuator motor drives the electric ac-
tuator to make a telescopic movement, and the electric
actuator in turn drives the docking rail connecting piece
to move back and forth.
[0040] In some embodiments, the temporary worksta-
tion may be mounted on rollers, a belt assembly line or
automated guided vehicle (AGV).
[0041] In some embodiments, the horizontal rollers are
spring-loaded rollers.
[0042] In some embodiments, the grasping mecha-
nism comprises a gripper rotation device and a lifting
device; the lifting device comprises a lifting platform, a
lifting belt and a lifting driving device for the lifting belt;
and the gripper rotation device comprises a gripper, a
gripper driving device and a gripper platform; the gripper
driving device is disposed on the gripper platform, the
gripper is disposed on the side of the gripper platform,
the part of the gripper that grasps the goods is free which
extends out of the gripper platform to under the platform,

and a fixed end of the gripper is fixed on the gripper ro-
tation shaft, the gripper rotation shaft is connected with
the gripper driving device, and the driving device drives
the gripper rotation shaft to rotate, thereby driving the
gripper to rotate. The lifting driving device is arranged on
the lifting platform, the lifting platform is located above
the gripper platform, the lifting driving device is connected
to the gripper platform through the lifting belt, a lower end
of the lifting belt is fixed on the gripper platform, and an
upper end of the lifting belt is disposed on the lifting driving
device, the lifting driving device drags the lifting belt to
move up and down, and the lifting belt drives the gripper
platform to move up and down.
[0043] In some embodiments, the gripper rotation de-
vice comprises a gripper rotation motor, a transmission
shaft, a gripper rotation shaft and the gripper. The gripper
rotation motor is in transmission connection with the
transmission shaft, both ends of the transmission shaft
are provided with gripper rotation shafts, the transmission
shaft is in transmission connection with the gripper rota-
tion shaft, the gripper is mounted on the gripper rotation
shaft, the gripper rotation motor drives the transmission
shaft to rotate, the transmission shaft drives the gripper
rotation shafts at both ends to rotate, the gripper rotation
shaft drives the gripper to rotate, and the gripper rotates
to realize the action of grasping and releasing the con-
tainer loaded with goods.
[0044] In some embodiments, the lifting device is a
belt, and a lower end of the belt is fixed on the gripper
platform. The lifting driving device is in transmission con-
nection with a winder, and the upper end of the belt is
fixed on the winder. Alternatively, the lifting belt may be
a flexible steel strip or steel rope.
[0045] In some embodiments, a lifting belt, a winder,
and a lifting driving device together form a lifting unit, and
the lifting device comprises four lifting units.
[0046] In some embodiments, both ends of the gripper
rotation shaft are provided with the grippers, and the two
grippers act synchronously with the gripper rotation shaft.
[0047] In some embodiments, a gripper angle detect-
ing sensor is provided beside the gripper.
[0048] In some embodiments, a position sensor for
sensing the contour of the container is provided on an
edge of the gripper platform.
[0049] In some embodiments, the containers used to
store goods are placed on the load-bearing platform un-
der the tracks. For the load-bearing platform acting as
the tracks, the container is placed on two load-bearing
tubes. The load-bearing rubes support the container at
two sides of the container. For the load-bearing platform
acting as the load-bearing tubes, a row of containers is
placed under the pair of rails, and there are no side-by-
side rows of containers. However, for the construction in
which the load-bearing platform is the ground or a flat
surface, containers can be arranged in parallel rows.
[0050] In some embodiments, a floor stacking space
for the goods is formed below the load-bearing platform.
The load-bearing platform may be a flat plate, rails or
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other bearing platform. The floor stacking space is de-
fined below the bearing platform. The floor stacking
space allows for the storage of carrier vehicles, handcart,
or goods directly placed on the ground. In the floor stack-
ing space, the containers are transferred by using forklifts
or carts or manually. The floor stacking space is for stor-
age of goods or items. In the system as constructed
above, its lower part can allow for storage and transfer-
ring of goods in a traditional way. Above the load-bearing
platform, the carrier vehicle can be used to store and
retrieve goods. Such arrangements make the warehouse
highly flexible and more functional. For goods that are
not suitable for storing in containers, the goods can be
placed on the ground to be transferred by using the tra-
ditional forklifts. For goods that can be stored in the con-
tainers, the priority can be given to the track system
above the load-bearing platform to handle the goods. The
structure enables the warehouse to handle a wider range
of goods and store a larger range of sizes of the goods.
The floor stacking space can be formed in a three dimen-
sional rack having two layers of tracks, having three lay-
ers of tracks, or having even more layers of tracks.
[0051] The various solutions disclosed herein have the
following advantages.
[0052] In comparison with the prior art, the present ap-
plication adopts the form of suspended vehicle for the
carrier vehicle. The tracks serve as the tracks for the
vehicle as well as the support bracket for the containers.
The top side of the tracks is used to support the contain-
ers, and inside and bottom side of the tracks are used
as the running tracks. In the present application, the carry
capacity of the carrier vehicle is reduced, and more goods
can be stored in the warehouse, thus increasing space
utilization rate. This configuration takes the most of the
particular track structure such that multi-layer containers
can be stored in the warehouse. Due to the high load-
bearing strength of the tracks, the height of the containers
stacked on the tracks is generally not limited considering
the current track bearing strength (e.g. designed strength
of rail track). Multi-layer container stacks can take the
most of the warehouse space. In particular, the track
structure can have multiple track layers, multi-layer con-
tainers can be stacked on each track layer, and the carrier
vehicle in each track layer can perform storage and re-
trieval operations to one target container. The construc-
tion of the present application can take the most of the
warehouse space, increase the storage density of the
warehouse, and quickly locate the target container or
goods as well. The carrier vehicle can be configured to
transfer only one container each time (of course it can
also be configured to transfer multiple containers each
time). In comparison with the related art in which all racks
on the entire tracks need to carry and keep moving the
goods or containers in order to pick the goods on in one
rack, the solution disclosed in the present application ob-
viously is more energy-saving. Because the container
being moved each time is not heavy, and the containers
stacked on the tracks remain stationary, the rack system

disclosed in the present application bears less load and
experiences less loss than the related art and, therefore,
it is more economical and has a lower failure rate.
[0053] In addition, the track-switching device in some
embodiments of the present disclosure adopts a suspen-
sion structure which includes the transition track and the
track-switching vehicle suspended on the transition
track. The transition vehicle includes docking rails that
matches with the running tracks for receiving the carrier
vehicle, and the received carrier vehicle is transferred to
a corresponding running track. Such structure is de-
signed based on the track structure of the suspended
carrier vehicle, which can successfully achieve quick
switch between different tracks and steering of the carrier
vehicle.
[0054] In some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure, the suspended carrier vehicle needs only transfer
a container loaded with goods, but doesn’t need to move
the whole rack, which can effectively increase the trans-
fer efficiency, reduce invalid transfer (i.e. transfer of
goods that do not need to transfer), and hence reduce
the energy consumption. The two-axle synchronous driv-
ing structure of the present disclosure is simple, which
can be stably operated on the tracks and facilitate the
provision of the suspended grasping structure at the low-
er part of the carrier vehicle for grasping and transferring
of a container. This structure can drive two roller axles
by using one drive device, i.e. a two-axle drive. This struc-
ture can provide the vehicle on the track with sufficient
power and evenly distribute the force the carrier vehicle
bears after loaded, which facilities the accurate control
and management of the vehicle on the tracks. This sys-
tem can increase the accuracy of moving of the vehicle
as well as the signal collecting accuracy of the sensors
on the vehicle or the tracks.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0055] In order to more clearly describe the technical
solutions of embodiments of the present invention, the
figures used in the description of the embodiments are
briefly described below.

Fig. 1-1 shows a cross section of a pair of load-bear-
ing tubes.
Fig. 1-2 is a perspective view of the load-bearing
tubes of Fig. 1-1.
Fig. 1-3 is a front view of the inner side of one load-
bearing tube.
Fig. 1-4 shows a pair of load-bearing tubes used as
a track.
Fig. 1-5 shows connection between the load-bearing
tube and a cross beam.
Fig. 1-6 is a front view of the connection between
the load-bearing tube and the cross beam.
Fig. 1-7 shows a three dimensional rack.
Fig. 2-1 is a front view of track-switching device.
Fig. 2-2 is a side view of Fig. 2-1.
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Fig. 2-3 is a vertical view of the structure of Fig. 2-1.
Fig. 2-4 is a perspective view.
Fig. 2-5 is a perspective view of a track-switching
vehicle.
Fig. 2-6 is a side view of Fig. 2-5.
Fig. 2-7 is a front view of Fig. 2-5.
Fig. 2-8 is a vertical view of Fig. 2-5.
Fig. 2-9 is a perspective view of an internal structure
of the track-switching vehicle.
Fig. 2-10 is a front view of Fig. 2-9.
Fig. 2-11 is a vertical view of Fig. 2-9.
Fig. 2-12 shows docking rails.
Fig. 2-13 is a vertical view of the docking rails.
Fig. 2-14 is a perspective view of cross section be-
tween the docking rails and a transition track.
Fig. 2-15 is a perspective view of the docking rails
and the transition track.
Fig. 2-16 is a front view of the inner side of a single
docking rail and the transition track.
Fig. 2-17 is a bottom view of the track-switching ve-
hicle.
Fig. 3-1 shows a grasping mechanism.
Fig. 3-2 shows a moving mechanism.
Fig. 3-3 is a vertical view of Fig. 3-2.
Fig. 3-4 is a perspective view of the grasping mech-
anism.
Fig. 3-5 shows an internal structure of the moving
mechanism.
Fig. 3-6 shows an internal structure of the moving
mechanism.
Fig. 3-7 is a vertical view of a vehicle staying on the
track.
Fig. 3-8 is a cross-sectional view of Fig. 3-7.
Fig. 3-9 is a perspective view of Fig. 3-7.
Fig. 3-10 shows the principle of position sensors.
Fig. 4 shows a grasping mechanism.
Fig. 5-1 shows a grapple structure.
Fig. 5-2 shows a grapple structure.
Fig. 6 shows the entire system structure.
Fig. 7 illustrates part of the system components ac-
cording to one embodiment of a container storage
system.
Figs.8-10 are flow charts of methods for storing and
retrieving a target container in/from a container stor-
age system according to various embodiments.

List of Elements

[0056] 1-1. Load-bearing tube; 19. Tube cavity; 20.
Notch; 26. Inner side; 21. First side portion; 22. Second
side portion; 23. Walking positioning holes; 1-8. Top pro-
trusion; 4. Cross beam; 1-10. Hanger; 1-11. Wrapping
part; 1-12. Fixing part; 1-13. Top; 1-14. Two sides; 1-15.
Reinforcing ribs; 1-16. Connecting piece; 1-17. Connec-
tion point; 1-18. Roller structure; 7. Carrier vehicle; 1-20.
Cross beam connection holes; 1-21. Tube segment con-
nection hole; 8. Container; 1-23. Container storage area;
1-100. A pair of load-bearing tubes; 1-101. Tube seg-

ments; 1-1010. First tube segment; 1-1011. Second tube
segment
1. First connector; 2.Hanging beam; 4. Cross beam; 5.
Transition track; 6. Docking rail; 7. Carrier vehicle; 8.
Goods container; 9. Running track; 10. First pair of rails;
11. Second pair of rails; 12. Second connector; 13. Elec-
tric actuator; 14. Track-switching vehicle; 15. Vehicle
body; 16. Sliding block; 17. Actuator motor; 18. First mov-
ing mechanism; 19. Tube cavity; 20. Notch; 21. First side;
22. Second side; 23. Walking positioning hole; 24. Dock-
ing rail base; 25. Docking rail connecting piece; 26. Inner
side; 27. Sensing body; 28. Actuator connecting piece;
29. Vertical roller; 30. Horizontal roller; 31. Temporary
storage table; 32. First motor; 33. First roller axle; 34.
First roller; 35. Belt transmission device; 36. First belt;
37. Sensor; 38. First tensioning roller; 39. Synchronous
belt device; 40. Second belt; 41. Driving pulley; 42. Sec-
ond roller axle; 43. Fixing device motor; 44. Compactor;
45. Retractor; 46. Docking rail positioning sensor; 47.
Carrier vehicle roller; 48. fixing device motor base; 450.
Connecting part; 440. Contact plate; 300. Guide post;
301. Spring body 3-1. Suspension grasping device; 3-2.
Rails; 8. Container; 3-4. Column; 3-5. Container grasping
device; 3-6. Second moving mechanism; 3-7. Housing;
3-8. Second roller; 3-9. Adjustable guide roller; 3-10.
Fixed guide roller; 3-11. safety contact edge; 3-12. Po-
sitioning sensor; 3-13. Front roller axle; 3-14. Rear roller
axle; 3-15. Driving motor; 3-16. First driving pulley; 3-17.
Second driving pulley; 3-18. First synchronous belt; 3-19.
Second synchronous belt; 3-20. First driven pulley; 3-21.
Second driven belt; 3-22. Reducer; 3-23. Second ten-
sioning roller; 3-24. Bearing; 3-25. Bearing seat; 19. Tube
cavity; 20. Notch; 21. First side portion; 22. Second side
portion; 3-30. Battery; 23. Walking positioning hole
4-1. Grapple flat plate; 4-2. Lifting shaft; 4-3. Grapple
fixing block; 4-4. Grapple plate; 4-5. Bevel gear; 4-6. Cop-
per bearing; 4-7. Power shaft; 4-8. Belt pressing plate
base; 4-9. Belt pressing plate; 4-10. Guide post base;
4-11. Guide post; 4-12. First sensor bracket; 4-13. Motor
base; 4-14. Second motor; 4-16. Sensing block; 4-17.
Sensor sensing sheet; 4-18. Second sensor bracket;
4-19. Positioning guide sleeve; 4-20. Interference guide
post; 4-22. Lifting belt; 4-23. Proximity switch
5-1. First grapple sensor; 5-2. Second grapple sensor;
5-3. Grapple sensing sheet; 5-4. In-place sensor; 5-5.
First goods container positioning sensor; 5-6. Second
goods container positioning sensor; 5-7. Third goods
container positioning sensor; 5-8. Goods container posi-
tioning sensor block; 8. Goods container; 4-23. Proximity
switch; 5-11. Grapple; 4-5. Bevel gear; 4-3. Grapple fixing
block; 5-14. Sensor bracket; 4-2. Lifting shaft
6-1. Three dimensional rack; 6-2. Track-switching device

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0057] In order to make the objectives, technical solu-
tions, and advantages of the present invention more ap-
parent, embodiments of the present invention will be de-
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scribed in further detail below in conjunction with the ac-
companying drawings.
[0058] The present invention proposes a three-dimen-
sional warehousing system, which is mainly composed
of several main modules such as a three-dimensional
rack, carrier vehicles, and track-switching devices. Under
the control of a processor or a control device, the carrier
vehicle can move on a track of the rack, and a track-
switching action between different running tracks can be
realized through the track-switching device. At the same
time, the carrier vehicle can also perform loading, un-
loading, sorting and other actions at any position on the
track or on the track-switching device, and when these
actions are performed, a container for containing goods
is placed on a temporary placement plate or a similar
workstation. The container is grasped by and hangs un-
der the carrier vehicle. The carrier vehicle hangs under
the track.
[0059] Some embodiments of the three-dimensional
warehousing system adopt the following technical solu-
tions. It includes at least one layer of tracks for hanging
and moving of the carrier vehicle. The tracks serve as
the running tracks of the carrier vehicle, and a load-bear-
ing platform is provided under the tracks.
[0060] Each track includes two load-bearing tubes.
Each single load-bearing tube is tubular, and includes a
tube cavity for a roller to roll in it. Each single load-bearing
tube is provided with a notch along the axial direction of
the elongated tube for the roller to insert, and the notch
extends along an axial direction of the tube cavity. The
notches of the two load-bearing tubes are arranged fac-
ing to each other, and the two load-bearing tubes are
arranged in parallel to form a pair of load-bearing tubes.
The top of the load-bearing tube is a part for bearing load
of the goods, the top of a pair of load-bearing tubes is
used to support the goods. The three-dimensional rack
also includes columns, and one pair of load-bearing
tubes is indirectly or directly fixed on the columns, that
is, the track is fixed on the columns.
[0061] The carrier vehicle includes a first moving
mechanism and a grasping mechanism. The first moving
mechanism includes a first roller, and the first roller is
placed in the tube cavity and rolls in it. The grasping
mechanism is located under the track and includes a grip-
per for grasping goods. The carrier vehicle is suspended
between the two load-bearing tubes of the track and
walks between them while suspended.
[0062] In the following, each module is separately de-
scribed to illustrate the technical solution of the present
invention.
[0063] The three-dimensional rack module of the
present invention is mainly composed of rails, columns,
cross beams and other components. The rails are the
rack load-bearing tubes, which serve not only as the
tracks for the carrier vehicle, but also as a resting platform
for containers, namely the containers used to hold the
goods, and two rails are used for supporting opposite
sides of the container. Two load-bearing tubes which are

arranged in parallel to each other, with the notches of
which face to each other, form a pair of load-bearing
tubes, and the pair of load-bearing tubes are connected
together by cross beams. Each cross beam is fixed at
the top of each load-bearing tube. The three-dimensional
rack also includes columns, the pair of load-bearing tubes
are fixed on the columns to form a layer of load-bearing
tubes, and at least one layer of load-bearing tubes are
provided at different heights of the columns. Multiple lay-
ers of load-bearing tubes are arranged longitudinally
along the columns, which enable vertical expansion and
space utilization improvement of the rack.
[0064] Referring to Figs. 1-1 and 1-2 which show the
rack load-bearing tube, each load-bearing tube 1-1 is an
elongated tube which includes a tube cavity 19 for a roller
to roll in it. Each load-bearing tube is provided with a
notch 20 along an axial direction of the elongated tube
for allowing the roller to be inserted into the tubular cavity
19, and the notch extends along the axial direction of the
tube cavity. Two load-bearing tubes, namely a pair of
load-bearing tubes 1-100, have their notches face to
each other. They form a pair of rails on which a carrier
vehicle can travel. At the same time, the two load-bearing
tubes are used for supporting goods or containers at two
ends thereof. The cross-section of each load-bearing
tube is a square shape with a notch, which resembles a

shape of  or letter C. In other embodiments, the cross-
section of each load-bearing tube is in the shape of a
circle, an ellipse, an equilateral polygon, etc., with a
notch.
[0065] A side of each load-bearing tube where the
notch is defined is an inner side 26 of the load-bearing
tube. The inner side 26 includes a first side portion 21
located above the notch and a second side portion 22
located below the notch. Referring to Figs. 1-2 and 1-3,
vehicle walking positioning holes 23 are provided in the
first side portion 21. The first side portion and the second
side portion are used to limit the roller in the tube cavity
to prevent it from slipping out. The vehicle walking posi-
tioning holes 23 allow for monitoring of operations of a
vehicle and are mainly used to position a vehicle. A sen-
sor is installed on the vehicle, and the sensor determines
a coordinate position of the vehicle on the load-bearing
tube by sensing the vehicle walking positioning holes.
[0066] On the top of the load-bearing tube, there is a
top protrusion 1-8 for positioning the container. A hole
corresponding to the top protrusion is provided on the
container. This structure is used for positioning a con-
tainer at a fixed position, which facilitates the vehicle
grasping the container accurately and quickly. In the il-
lustrated embodiment, the top of the load-bearing tube
is a flat top rather than a curved dome. The flat top can
increase the contact area between the container and the
load-bearing tube, thus reducing the pressure therebe-
tween.
[0067] Referring to Figs. 1-5 and 1-6, two load-bearing
tubes facing each other are arranged in parallel, and are
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connected together by cross beams 4. The cross beam
4 is fixed on the top of each load-bearing tube. The cross
beam 4 is fixed on the load-bearing tube by a hanger
1-10, the hanger 1-10 is attached around the top and
opposite sides of the top of the cross beam, and a lower
part of the hanger is fixed on the load-bearing tube. The
hanger 1-10 includes a load-bearing tube wrapping part
1-11 and a fixing part 1-12 under the wrapping part. The
wrapping part 1-11 is sleeved on the load-bearing tube,
and the fixing part 1-12 is fixedly connected to the top of
the load-bearing tube by bolts. The cross beam includes
a top 1-13 of the cross beam and two sides 1-14 of the
top, and axial groove-like reinforcing ribs 1-15 are pro-
vided on both sides. The reinforcing ribs are arranged at
the middle areas of the sides.
[0068] Each load-bearing tube 1-1 is formed by splicing
multiple tube segments 1-101, and two adjacent tube
segments are connected together by a connector 1-16.
The connector 1-16 is fixedly connected to the two tube
segments by bolts, and is in the form of a sheet or a
wrapping plate, which is arranged on an outer wall of the
load-bearing tube. Referring to Fig. 1-6, a connection
point 1-17 between the cross beam 4 and the load-bear-
ing tube is also a connection point between two tube seg-
ments, and fixing parts on opposite sides of the hanger
1-10 for the cross beam are respectively connected to a
first tube segment 1-1010 and a second tube segment
1-1011. The hanger 1-10 and the connector are two dif-
ferent parts, but in other embodiments, they may be
formed as an integral structure or a conjoined structure,
which can reinforce the strength of the assembled struc-
ture. In another embodiment, the cross beam and the
load-bearing tube can also be connected by other con-
nection means such as welding, bolted connection with-
out hanger, and so on.
[0069] Referring to Fig. 1-2, the top of the load-bearing
tube is also provided with beam connection holes 1-20,
and a side opposite to the side with the notch is provided
with tube segment connection holes 1-21.
[0070] The three-dimensional rack is shown in Fig. 1-7,
the three-dimensional rack is mainly composed of load-
bearing tubes, cross beams and columns. The load-bear-
ing tubes include a pair of load-bearing tubes, which are
used for bearing load of the container and used as the
rails of the carrier vehicle, which have two functions, high
efficiency and simple structure design.
[0071] A pair of load-bearing tubes 1-101 is indirectly
fixed on the columns 3-4 through cross beams 4 to form
a layer of load-bearing tubes. There are multiple layers
of load-bearing tubes at different heights of the columns.
Generally, it can have one to ten layers, and the number
of the layers can be determined by considering various
factors such as the height of the storehouse, the load-
bearing capacity of the rack, the weight type of the goods,
the number of layers of containers on each layer of load-
bearing tubes. A structure with one hundred layers of
load-bearing tubes is also possible. In Fig. 1-7, a four-
layer structure of load-bearing tubes is illustrated, with

five layers of containers on each layer of load-bearing
tubes. There are multiple pairs of load-bearing tubes ar-
ranged side by side on the same layer of load-bearing
tubes. In the example illustrated in Fig. 1-7, there are four
pairs of load-bearing tubes arranged side by side. How-
ever, in actual design, the number of the pairs of the load-
bearing tubes can be determined according to the foot-
print of the storehouse. The number of the side-by-side
pairs is usually 2-100, though it can be more than one
hundred.
[0072] Each cross beam 4 continuously fixes multiple
pairs of side-by-side load-bearing tubes. Opposite ends
of each cross beam 4 are respectively fixed on the col-
umns 3-4, and multiple cross beams are arranged in par-
allel, which laterally divide multiple pairs of side-by-side
load-bearing tubes into multiple container storage areas
1-23. Each layer of load-bearing tubes is divided into mul-
tiple container storage areas by the cross beams. The
top protrusions are located in the container storage are-
as. The top protrusions are used to improve the place-
ment accuracy of the containers.
[0073] The whole area of the rack is divided into mul-
tiple container storage areas to facilitate the coordinate
management of the containers in the storage areas. Each
storage area can be assigned a coordinate or a range of
coordinates, which facilitates accurately recognizing and
transferring a specified container and assigning a posi-
tion value to the location of the container. Since the rack
is a three-dimensional structure, the containers on it also
need to be positioned in three dimensions, so the loca-
tions of the goods containers can be assigned values in
an XYZ coordinate system, so that the carrier vehicle on
the load-bearing tube can accurately grasp the goods
containers.
[0074] Referring to Figs. 1-4 and 1-7, the carrier vehicle
7 includes a roller structure 1-18, and the roller of the
roller structure 1-18 is inserted into the tube cavity from
the notch 20, and it can move in the tube cavity. The
carrier vehicle 7 hangs under an upper layer of load-bear-
ing tubes and moves under it. Multiple layers of contain-
ers 8 are stacked on a lower layer of load-bearing tubes
(for the first layer of load-bearing tube, the multiple layers
of goods containers are placed on a flat ground or plat-
form). The carrier vehicle can grasp the container and
move the container axially along the load-bearing tubes.
The rack with multi-layer structure can store several or
even tens of layers of containers. A large amount of
goods can be stored, the goods can be transferred in
time, and each container storage area can realize accu-
rate monitoring and management of containers.
[0075] Therefore, in some embodiments, the rack has
multiple layers of tracks and defines at least one load-
bearing platform, and several layers of containers 8 are
stacked on the load-bearing platform. Each track layer
can hang the carrier vehicles under them, and except for
the topmost track layer, the top of the running rails of
each remaining track layer serves as one of the load-
bearing platforms. The ground below the lowest track
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layer can also serve as a load-bearing platform.
[0076] The track-switching device module of the
present invention includes a transition track for connect-
ing the ends of the running rails together, and a track-
switching vehicle on the transition track where the vehicle
is capable of moving back and forth. The track-switching
vehicle includes a vehicle body, on which a moving mech-
anism is installed. The moving mechanism is connected
with a driving device, and the moving mechanism is driv-
en by the driving device to drive the track-switching ve-
hicle to move back and forth on the transition track. The
track-switching vehicle is also provided with docking rails
that can be docked with the running rails of the carrier
vehicle. The docking rails are disposed on the vehicle
body.
[0077] Referring to the structural diagrams shown in
Figs. 2-1 to 2-4, the track-switching device of the three-
dimensional warehouse is mainly composed of a transi-
tion track 5 used to connect the ends of the running rails
9 together and a track-switching vehicle 14 on the tran-
sition track which is capable of moving back and forth
thereon. The carrier vehicle 7 hangs under the track-
switching vehicle 14, and a container 8 is grasped and
hangs under the carrier vehicle 7.
[0078] The track-switching vehicle 14 includes a vehi-
cle body 15 on which a first moving mechanism 18 is
installed. The first moving mechanism 18 is connected
with a driving device, and is driven by the driving device
to drive the track-switching vehicle to move back and
forth on the transition track. The track-switching vehicle
is also provided with docking rails 6 that can be docked
with the running rails of the carrier vehicle. The docking
rails 6 are disposed on the vehicle body 15.
[0079] The transition track 5 is formed by lateral mov-
ing rails, which are arranged perpendicularly to the run-
ning rails 9. Referring to Figs. 2-14, 2-15 and 2-16, the
rails of the transition track 5 are grooved rails each with
a notch at its inner side thereof. Each grooved rail is in
the form of an elongated tube, and includes a tube cavity
19 for a roller to roll in it. Each grooved rail is provided
with a notch 20 along the axial direction of the elongated
tube for the roller to insert, and the notch extends along
an axial direction of the tube cavity. The lateral moving
rails includes two grooved rails, and their notches are
arranged facing to each other. They form a pair of rails
on which the track-switching vehicle 14 can travel. The
cross-section of each grooved rail is in the shape of a
square including a notch, which resembles the shape of

 or letter C. In other embodiments, the cross-section
of each grooved rail is in the shape of a circle, an ellipse,
an equilateral polygon, etc. with a notch. The side of each
grooved rail where the notch is defined is the inner side
of the grooved rail. The inner side includes a first side
portion 21 located above the notch and a second side
portion 22 located below the notch, and vehicle walking
positioning holes 23 are provided on the first side portion
21. The first side portion and the second side portion are

used to limit the roller in the tube cavity to prevent it from
slipping out. The vehicle walking positioning holes 23 is
used to monitor operations of the vehicle and mainly to
position it. Referring to Figs. 2-5 and 2-6, a sensor 37 is
installed on the track-switching vehicle, arranged on the
side of the track-switching vehicle and fixed relative to
the roller device. The sensor 37 goes deep into the tube
cavity 19 and determines the coordinates of the vehicle
on the rail by sensing the vehicle walking positioning
holes 23. The sensor can be a photosensitive infrared
sensor. When the vehicle passes by the walking posi-
tioning hole, the light emitted by the sensor’s light-emit-
ting device passes through the corresponding hole, and
the sensor’s receiver receives the light signal, thereby
completing a location recording. The vehicle walking po-
sitioning hole 23 may be a complete hole located on the
first side portion 21 or the second side portion 22, or a
cutout communicating with the notch 20. The vehicle
walking positioning hole 23 can be of any proper shape,
for example, a circle, square, etc.
[0080] The shape and structure of the docking rails 6
are the same as those of the transition track 5. The tran-
sition track 5 and the docking rails 6 are both grooved
rails with openings on their inner sides. The grooved rails
are tubular, and each grooved rail includes a tube cavity
19 for a roller to roll in it. Each grooved rail is provided
with a notch 20 along the axial direction of the elongated
tube for the roller to insert, and the notch extends along
an axial direction of the tube cavity. The grooved rails
include two rails, and their notches are arranged facing
to each other. The two grooved rails are arranged in par-
allel. The top of each grooved rail is also provided with
cross beam connection holes, and tube segment con-
nection holes are provided on the side opposite to the
side with the notches.
[0081] The transition track 5 is connected to the ends
of at least two running rails. Fig. 2-3 shows that four pairs
of running rails are arranged side by side and the transi-
tion track 5 is docked with the four pairs of running rails.
However, in other embodiments, it is not limited to four
pairs, it can be two, three or five to twenty pairs, which
are all good designs. More pairs require larger footprint,
so more side-by-side pairs can be added according to
current place. The running rails 9 include a first pair of
rails 10 and a second pair of rails 11. An example of track
switching is as follows: when the system is running, the
carrier vehicle enters the track-switching vehicle 14 on
the transition track from the first pair of rails 10, and then
is moved laterally by the track-switching vehicle to the
end of the second pair of rails 11; after the docking rails
are aligned with the running rails, the carrier vehicle en-
ters the second pair of rails 11 from the transition track,
thereby completing one track-switching action. The car-
rier vehicle usually carries a container, and transferring
of the container is completed through the above-men-
tioned track switching.
[0082] As shown in Fig. 2-2, the docking rails 6 is con-
nected to a docking rail base 24, and the docking rail
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base 24 is fixed on the vehicle body 15. The docking rails
6 are movably connected to the docking rail base 24, and
the docking rails are connected to a docking rail driver
which drives the docking rails so that the docking rails
can move back and forth on the docking rail base.
[0083] The docking rails are driven as follows. Refer-
ring to Figs. 2-5 and 2-12, two opposite docking rails are
connected by a docking rail connecting piece 25, the
docking rail connecting piece 25 is drivingly connected
to an electric actuator 13, and the electric actuator 13 is
connected to an actuator motor 17. The actuator con-
necting piece 28 is fixed on the docking rail connecting
piece 25, and the actuator connecting piece 28 is con-
nected with the electric actuator 13. The actuator motor
17 drives the electric actuator 13 to make a telescopic
movement, the electric actuator 13 in turn drives the ac-
tuator connecting piece to move, the actuator connecting
piece drives the docking rail connecting piece to move
back and forth, and the docking rail connecting piece
drives the docking rails to move back and forth.
[0084] Referring to Figs. 2-2 and 2-12, a carrier vehicle
roller 47 is disposed inside each docking rail, a sliding
block 16 is provided on the outer side of the docking rail,
and the sliding block 16 serves as a guide. The docking
rail base 24 includes a sliding groove, and the sliding
block 16 is located in the sliding groove of the docking
rail base. An alignment positioning sensor 46 is provided
between the docking rails and the running rails. The align-
ment positioning sensor 46 is provided on the track-
switching vehicle 14, and a sensing body 27 is provided
at the end of the running rail 9. The alignment positioning
sensor is used to monitor rail alignment between the
track-switching vehicle and the running rails.
[0085] A fixing device used to fix the carrier vehicle is
disposed on the vehicle body. After the carrier vehicle
enters the docking rails, it may shake during movement,
and the fixing device is used to push the track-switching
vehicle and the carrier vehicle together to reduce a gap
between them and reduce swing of the carrier vehicle on
the track-switching vehicle. Because the carrier vehicle
carries the container thereunder, shaking and swing of
the carrier vehicle will cause greater lateral force or
shearing force on the track-switching device during
movement, increasing the risk of failure and weakening
the stability of the platform.
[0086] Referring to Fig. 2-17, the fixing device for the
carrier vehicle is arranged on the side of the track-switch-
ing vehicle. The fixing device for the carrier vehicle in-
cludes a fixing device motor 43, a compactor 44 and a
retractor 45. The retractor connects the fixing device mo-
tor and the compactor, and the fixing device motor adjusts
the forward and backward actions of the compactor
through the retractor. The compactor is preferably plate-
like, which minimizes or eliminates the gap between the
carrier vehicle and the track-switching vehicle by urging
the side of the carrier vehicle. The retractor 45 is prefer-
ably a lead screw retractable structure, and an output
shaft of the fixing device motor is connected to a gear or

worm wheel on the lead screw through a gear or worm
wheel, thereby driving the lead screw to rotate. The ex-
posed part of the lead screw is a connecting part 450
which connects the lead screw and the compactor 44. In
some embodiments, a screw hole is provided in the mid-
dle of the compactor, and it is connected to the lead screw
retractor through a thread. The compactor includes a
contact plate 440 in friction connection with the carrier
vehicle and the connecting part 450 connected to the
lead screw. The contact plate extends out by a certain
distance from the front end of the connecting part, and
the end of the lead screw extends from the connecting
part and does not touch the carrier vehicle to avoid af-
fecting the compacting effect of the contact plate. The
fixing device motor 43 is installed on a fixing device motor
base 48.
[0087] The compactor is a friction plate with an uneven
surface, or a magnet, or friction resin. In this embodiment,
it is a corrugated surface. When the surface of the carrier
vehicle is made of iron material, the compactor can be a
magnet or an electromagnet device. The friction resin
can be of organic material such as tire rubber, silica gel,
and plastic.
[0088] Referring to Figs. 2-5, 2-9 to 2-11, the moving
mechanism includes a roller device disposed in the tran-
sition track. The roller device includes vertical rollers 29
and horizontal rollers 30 in the transition track. The ver-
tical rollers roll on the bottoms of the transition track, and
the horizontal rollers roll on the inner side walls of the
transition track. The vertical rollers are used to make the
track-switching vehicle roll along the rail direction (longi-
tudinal) on the transition track, and the horizontal rollers
keep the track-switching vehicle stable in the lateral di-
rection, avoiding obvious friction between the vertical roll-
ers and the transition track which would increase their
loss and significant lateral swing of the vehicle. The hor-
izontal rollers 30 are arranged on both sides of the track-
switching vehicle, which are fixed on the vehicle body
and cooperate with the vertical rollers to move. In this
embodiment, each horizontal roller 30 is an elastic roller,
that is, it includes a guide post 300 and a spring body
301, wherein two ends of the horizontal roller body are
sleeved on the guide post 300, and in the middle is the
spring body, the roller body can move up and down along
the guide post under elastic force of the spring. In another
embodiment, the horizontal roller body can be sleeved
on the outer end of the guide post, and on the guide post
at the rear of the horizontal roller body, and a spring can
be sleeved on the guide post to form an elastic structure.
The elastic horizontal roller can buffer and correct devi-
ation when the track-switching vehicle deviates.
[0089] Referring to Fig. 2-1, there is also a workstation
31 for placing the container under the track-switching de-
vice, the workstation 31 is disposed below the position
where the track-switching vehicle is docked with the run-
ning rails, or it can be disposed under the running rails.
This workstation is used to temporarily store the goods
container, used for sorting operation to the goods con-
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tained in the container, or as a working platform for load-
ing or unloading the container. The workstation is pro-
vided with positioning protrusions or grooves for position-
ing the containers. The positioning protrusions or
grooves are used to, after the container is temporarily
stored on the workstation, facilitate the carrier vehicle to
locate and accurately grasp the container again. The
workstation is also installed on a roller or belt assembly
line, or an AGV (the abbreviation of "Automated Guided
Vehicle").
[0090] Referring to Figs. 2-9 to 2-11, the moving mech-
anism includes a two-axle roller assembly and a roller
driving device. The roller driving device includes a first
motor 32 and a transmission pair. The transmission pair
connects the roller driving device and the roller axles.
Both ends of each roller axle are provided with first rollers
34. The roller driving device drives the roller axle to rotate
through the transmission pair, and the roller axle in turn
drives the rollers to rotate.
[0091] The transmission pair is implemented as a belt
transmission device 35 which is drivingly connected to
the two axles. The first motor 32 drives a belt of the belt
transmission device 35, the belt in turn drives the roller
axles to rotate, and the roller axles in turn drive the first
rollers 34 to rotate. A pulley is arranged on each roller
axle, gear teeth are arranged on the belt, and the belt
drives the axles to rotate, thereby driving the rollers on
the axles to rotate.
[0092] In this embodiment, the first motor 32 is con-
nected to a driving roller 41. The driving roller is a syn-
chronous belt device 39, on which a first belt 36 and a
second belt 40 are provided. When the driving roller ro-
tates, it will drive the first belt and the second belt to move
synchronously. The other end of the first belt is connected
to the second roller axle 42, and the other end of the
second belt is connected to the first roller axle 33. The
rollers are on both ends of the roller axles. When the
roller axles are driven by the belts, the rollers at both
ends of the roller axles rotate with them. A first tensioning
roller 38 is also provided on the first belt, and a tensioning
roller is also provided on the second belt.
[0093] Referring to Figs. 2-1 to 2-4, the transition track
5 is installed under a hanging beam 2 through a first con-
nector 1, the hanging beam 2 is installed on the cross
beam 4 through a second connector 12, the cross beam
4 is located at the outer side of the transition track, and
the cross beam 4 is installed on the columns. The col-
umns are used to support the cross beams, running rails
and track-switching device.
[0094] The track switching process is briefly described
as follows.
[0095] When the carrier vehicle is about to enter the
docking rails 6 from the running rails 9, the alignment
positioning sensor 46 transmits sensing information to a
power adjustment mechanism of the transition track, that
is, the actuator motor drives the electric actuator 13 to
push the docking rail connecting piece 25 according to
the information from the alignment positioning sensor 46,

such that the docking rails 6 performs position adjustment
on the docking rail base. After the docking rails 6 are
adjusted to be docked with the running rails 9, the carrier
vehicle enters the docking rails 6 from the running rails
9. After that, the fixing device motor pushes the compac-
tor to retain the carrier vehicle on the track-switching ve-
hicle. The first motor 32 drives the synchronous belt de-
vice, that is, the first belt, the second belt and their ac-
cessories to drive the rollers to rotate, so that the track-
switching vehicle moves on the transition track 5. After
the track-switching vehicle moves to the corresponding
running rails, it stops, then the fixing device motor releas-
es the carrier vehicle, the actuator motor pushes the
docking rails to be docked with the new running rails, and
then the carrier vehicle moves into the new running rails.
During the unloading action, the docking rails 6 perform
position adjustment on the docking rail base. After the
adjustment is completed, the carrier vehicle can place
the container on the temporary workstation to complete
the unloading action. The track-switching vehicle can al-
so transfer the carrier vehicle to another temporary work-
station to release the container. Releasing the container
can be an action during unloading, an action during load-
ing, or a sorting action.
[0096] The carrier vehicle of the present invention
mainly includes a moving mechanism and a grasping
mechanism.
[0097] The carrier vehicle is a suspension grasping de-
vice 3-1. Referring to Fig. 3-1, the suspension grasping
device 3-1 runs on a pair of rails 3-2, and on the suspen-
sion grasping device 3-1 hangs a container 8 under it.
The rails are mounted on the columns 3-4. An upper part
of the suspension grasping device 3-1 is a second moving
mechanism 3-6, and a lower part thereof is a container
grasping device 3-5.
[0098] Referring to the structure shown in Figs. 3-2 to
3-6, the suspension grasping device 3-1 includes a hous-
ing 3-7, and the container grasping device 3-5 is disposed
under the housing 3-7. The housing 3-7 is provided with
the walking device and a driving device of the walking
device.
[0099] The walking device includes four walking sec-
ond rollers 3-8 on the sides of the housing, and front and
rear roller axles, namely, the front roller axle 3-13 and
the rear roller axle 3-14. Both ends of each roller axle are
provided with rollers.
[0100] The driving device is connected with the roller
axles. The driving device includes a driving motor 3-15
and a belt transmission device. The belt transmission
device includes a first driving pulley 3-16 and a second
driving pulley 3-17 that are connected to an output shaft
of the driving motor. The first driving pulley 3-16 is con-
nected to a first driven pulley 3-20 through a first syn-
chronous belt 3-18, the second driving pulley 3-17 is con-
nected to the second driven pulley 3-21 through a second
synchronous belt 3-19. The first driven pulley and the
second driven pulley are respectively fixedly attached
around the two roller axles. The driving motor 3-15 drives
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the first driving pulley 3-16 and the second driving pulley
3-17 to rotate through a reducer 3-22 to rotate, and the
first driving pulley and the second driving pulley respec-
tively drive the driven pulleys to rotate, which in turn drive
the roller axles to rotate. The roller axles, when rotating,
drive the rollers to rotate. In this embodiment, the first
driving pulley 3-16 and the second driving pulley 3-17
are conjoined coaxially. In the conjoined structure of the
first driving pulley and the second driving pulley, a pro-
truding spacer is arranged between them to prevent the
two synchronous belts from interfering with each other.
The driving motor is powered by a battery 3-30. Referring
to Fig. 3-5, the battery 3-30 is disposed in the gap be-
tween the two driving shafts and fixed on a battery brack-
et. In other embodiments, the driving motor may be con-
nected to an active AC power grid or a DC power supply
system.
[0101] A second tensioning roller 3-23 for tensioning
the synchronous belt is provided. The second tensioning
roller 3-23 is provided on a tensioning roller base which
is fixed on the housing. The height of the tension roller
is adjustable, which is used to adjust the intensity of the
tension force of the transmission belt.
[0102] Horizontally rolling guide rollers are also ar-
ranged between the two rollers on the same side of the
housing, and the guide rollers are arranged on the hous-
ing. The roller axles of the horizontally rolling guide rollers
are perpendicular to the roller axles of the rollers. They
are vertical rollers, which roll upright on the bottom of the
rail, the guide rollers are a horizontal roller, which are
horizontally disposed on the vehicle body, and roll on the
outer side walls inside the rails.
[0103] The guide rollers include a fixed guide roller
3-10 and an adjustable guide roller 3-9. The fixed guide
roller 3-10 is fixedly arranged on the housing, and the
adjustable guide roller 3-9 is arranged on an elastic de-
vice which is fixed on the housing. The fixed guide roller
serves to keep the vehicle from derailing, and the adjust-
able guide roller is provided with an adjustment mecha-
nism to maintain a certain bias force and cooperates with
the fixed guide roller. The guide rollers move on the side
walls of the rails, and exert walking forces on the side
walls, which can make the vehicle move more smoothly
on the bottom of the rail, and reduce trembling or trem-
bling amplitude. This structure is used for load-bearing
rail structures with an elongated notch at an inner side
thereof.
[0104] The front roller axle 3-13 and the rear roller axle
3-14 are each connected with a bearing seat 3-25 through
a bearing 3-24, and the bearing seat is fixed on the hous-
ing. The roller axles can also be directly connected to the
housing through the bearing.
[0105] The housing is provided with safety contact edg-
es 3-11 protruding from the housing, and the safety con-
tact edges 3-11 are disposed on the front and back sides
of the traveling direction of the housing. A sensing device
for each safe contact edge is disposed on the rail, which
can be used to sense the contour of the vehicle and im-

prove the safety of the vehicle.
[0106] A positioning sensor 3-12 for detecting current
position of the vehicle is also arranged between the two
rollers on the same side of the housing. Referring to Fig.
3-10, the positioning sensor 3-12 is an infrared sensor,
which includes an infrared generator and an infrared re-
ceiver, one of which goes deep into the tube cavity of the
rail, and the other one is located outside the correspond-
ing tube cavity. Positioning holes 3-31 are disposed in
the first side portion 21, and the positioning sensor 3-12
can count once every time it passes by one positioning
hole 3-31, and the positioning sensor realizes accurate
positioning of the carrier vehicle by counting the position-
ing holes and referring to the motor odometer during
traveling at the same time. The sensor can be any type
of photogate sensor, infrared reflective sensor or mag-
netic induction sensor. In other embodiments, the sensor
may also be a mechanical contact switch, or the rail holes
may be changed to protrusions arranged axially along
the rail.
[0107] As the carrier vehicle, the suspension grasping
device 3-1 needs to run on the rails. Referring to Figs.
3-1, 3-7 to 3-9, these figures show the conditions of the
vehicle on the rails and the moving mechanism of the
vehicle on the rails. The rails for the vehicle include dou-
ble rails. Each rail is tubular and includes a tube cavity
19 for a roller to roll in it. The rail is provided with a notch
20 along the axial direction of the elongated tube for the
roller to insert, and the notch extends along an axial di-
rection of the tube cavity. The notches of two rails are
arranged facing to each other.
[0108] A side of each rail in which the notch is defined
is the inner side of the rail, which includes a first side
portion 21 located above the notch and a second side
portion 22 located below the notch, with vehicle walking
positioning holes provided on either of the side portions.
In this embodiment, the positioning holes 3-31 are dis-
posed on the first side portion 21. The vehicle walking
positioning holes 3-31 can be complete holes located on
the first side portion 21 or the second side portion 22, or
cutouts communicating with the notch. The vehicle walk-
ing positioning holes 3-31 can be of any proper shape,
for example, circle, square, etc.
[0109] The suspension grasping device walks on the
generally C-shaped rails through the moving mecha-
nism, and at the same time grasps and transports the
container below. Under the driving of the driving motor
3-15, the front and rear roller axles rotate synchronously,
so that the four rollers are moved in the tube cavity 19 of
the rails, and the load of the vehicle is more evenly dis-
tributed to the four rollers. As the rollers move in the tube
cavity, contact between the rollers and the inner sidewalls
of the rails may occur. To this end, the guide rollers are
provided to solve this problem. Under the action of the
guide rollers, the rollers maintain a stable distance from
the inner sidewalls of the tube cavity, which can reduce
and control the trembling of the vehicle body, increase
the stability of the vehicle body, and avoid the undesirable
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shaking of the container under the vehicle. The invention
realizes the four-roller drive of the hanging vehicle, which
can provide sufficient power of moving the container, the
distribution of power is reasonable, and the structure is
simple.
[0110] The grasping mechanism includes a gripper ro-
tation device and a lifting device. The lifting device in-
cludes a lifting platform, a lifting belt and a lifting driving
device for the lifting belt. The gripper rotation device in-
cludes a gripper (also termed as a "grapple hook"), a
gripper driving device and a gripper platform. The gripper
driving device is disposed on the gripper platform at a
side thereof. A portion of the gripper that grasps the
goods is a free end, which extends beyond and is located
below the platform, and a fixed end of the gripper is fixed
on a gripper rotation shaft. The gripper rotation shaft is
connected with the gripper driving device, and the driving
device drives the gripper rotation shaft to rotate, thereby
driving the gripper to rotate. The lifting driving device is
arranged on the lifting platform,, and the lifting platform
is located above the gripper platform. The lifting driving
device is connected to the gripper platform through the
lifting belt. A lower end of the lifting belt is fixed on the
gripper platform, and an upper end of the lifting belt is
disposed on the lifting driving device. The lifting driving
device drags the lifting belt to move up and down, and
the lifting belt drives the gripper platform to move up and
down. The gripper rotation device includes a gripper ro-
tation motor, a transmission shaft, a gripper rotation shaft
and a gripper. The gripper rotation motor is in transmis-
sion connection with the transmission shaft, and both
ends of the transmission shaft are provided with gripper
rotation shafts. The transmission shaft is in transmission
connection with the gripper rotation shaft. The gripper is
mounted on the gripper rotation shaft, the gripper rotation
motor drives the transmission shaft to rotate, the trans-
mission shaft drives the gripper rotation shafts at both
ends to rotate, the gripper rotation shaft drives the gripper
to rotate, and the gripper rotates to realize the action of
grasping and releasing the container. The lifting belt is a
belt, and the lower end of the belt is fixed on the gripper
platform. The lifting driving device is in transmission con-
nection with a winder, and the upper end of the belt is
fixed on the winder. One lifting belt, one winder, and one
lifting driving device together form a lifting unit, and the
lifting device includes four lifting units. Both ends of the
gripper rotation shaft are provided with the grippers, and
the two grippers act synchronously with the gripper rota-
tion shaft. A gripper angle detecting sensor is disposed
beside the gripper. The edge of the gripper platform is
provided with a position sensor for sensing the contour
of the container. In other embodiments, the lifting belt
may also be implemented as a flexible steel strip or steel
rope.
[0111] Referring to Fig.4, the grasping mechanism in-
cludes a grapple flat plate 4-1 with a flat surface. The
surface of the grapple flat plate 4-1 is provided with a
grapple driving device, a position sensing detection

mechanism, and a lifting belt. The grapple driving device
includes a power shaft 4-7, both ends of the power shaft
are engaged with a lifting shaft 4-2 for rotating the grap-
ple. The engagement between the lifting shaft and the
power shaft is achieved by bevel gears, and both ends
of the lifting shaft 4-2 are installed with grapple fixing
block 4-3. The bottom of the grapple fixing block is pro-
vided with a grapple plate 4-4 for grasping the container.
The outer sides of the grapple flat plate are provided with
lifting belts 4-22 connected to the suspension robot. The
position sensing detection mechanism is disposed
around the lifting belt. The position sensing detection
mechanism includes a positioning guide sleeve 4-19 and
a guide post base 4-10. The positioning guide sleeve
4-19 is provided therein with an interference guide post
4-20 that is lifted up when interference occurs during op-
eration, a guide post 4-11 is installed inside the guide
post base 4-10, the top of the guide post 4-11 is provided
with a sensing block 4-16, the sensing block 4-16 is used
to trigger a sensor sensing sheet 4-17 near the top of the
grapple fixing block 4-3.
[0112] In addition, the power shaft 4-7 engages with a
spindle of a motor 4-14, and the motor 4-14 is connected
and installed on a motor base 4-13 through a fixing part.
Both ends of the power shaft 4-7 and the lifting shaft 4-2
are provided with copper bearing 4-6. The curve of the
grapple plate 4-4 matches a fastener for grasping the
container. The number of grapple plates 4-4 and lifting
belts 4-22 are four, two of the four grapple plates 4-4 are
in one group, and each group of grapple plates 4-4 is
symmetrically distributed on both sides of the grapple flat
plate 4-1. A belt pressing plate base 4-8 is installed at
the bottom of the lifting belt 4-22, and a belt pressing
plate 4-9 is fixed inside the belt pressing plate base 4-8.
The sides of the positioning guide sleeve 4-20 and the
guide post base 4-10 are provided with a second sensor
bracket 4-18. The second sensor bracket 4-18 is L-
shaped, and an arc-shaped hole formed in a middle of
the second sensor bracket 4-18 is provided with a prox-
imity switch 4-23 to confirm whether the grasping plat-
form has reached a limit position when retracted.
[0113] The grapple driving device uses an electric mo-
tor as the power source. The electric motor engages with
the power shaft, and both ends of the power shaft engage
with the lifting shaft through bevel gears. The surface of
the lifting shaft is provided with a grapple plate for grasp-
ing the container. The engagement between the power
shaft and the lifting shaft can drive the grapple plate at
the bottom of the grapple fixing block to rotate, which
facilitates grasping the container. The position sensing
detection mechanism can sense whether the grapple
plate has reached a normal position and whether the po-
sition is correct, and can collect the position information
of the grapple plate, which achieves a high degree of
intelligence. When encountering interference, the inter-
ference guide post is lifted up, which effectively protects
the grasping platform. After the grasping action, under
the driving of the suspension robot, the grasping platform
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is driven to move in the direction of the lifting belt, which
achieves good practical performance.
[0114] Referring to Figs. 5-1 and 5-2, they show a sens-
ing device of the grasping platform, including the grasp-
ing platform. A grasping end surface of the grasping plat-
form is provided with a lifting shaft 4-2, and a sensor
bracket 5-14 is installed around the lifting shaft 4-2, two
ends of the lifting shaft 4-2 are provided with grapple
fixing blocks 4-3, and the bottom of the grapple fixing
block 4-3 is provided with a grapple 5-11 for grasping the
container 8. The top of the grapple fixing block 4-3 is
provided with a grapple sensing sheet 5-3 for sensing
the lowering position of the grasping platform. A first grap-
ple sensor 5-1 is installed on the top of the sensor bracket
on the side of the grapple fixing block 4-3, and a second
grapple sensor 5-2 is installed on the bottom of the sensor
bracket on the side of the grapple fixing block 4-3. The
first grapple sensor 5-1 and the second grapple sensor
5-2 are used to control opening or closing angle of the
grapple 5-11. The sensor end surface of the grasping
platform includes an in-place sensor 5-4, a first container
positioning sensor 5-5, a second container positioning
sensor 5-6, and a third container positioning sensor 5-7.
The bottom of the third container positioning sensor 5-7
is provided with a container positioning sensing block 5-8.
[0115] In addition, the lifting shaft 4-2 engages with a
power mechanism through the bevel gear 4-5, and both
ends of the lifting shaft 4-2 are installed with bearing
seats. The sensor bracket 5-14 is L-shaped, and an arc-
shaped hole for installing the sensor is formed in the mid-
dle of the sensor bracket 5-14. Surfaces of the first grap-
ple sensor 5-1, the second grapple sensor 5-2, the in-
place sensor 5-4, the first container positioning sensor
5-5, the second container positioning sensor 5-6, the third
container positioning sensor 5-7 are provided with prox-
imity switches 4-23. The in-place sensor 5-4 and the first
container positioning sensor 5-5 are arranged opposite
to each other, the first container positioning sensor 5-5,
the second container positioning sensor 5-6, and the third
container positioning sensor 5-7 are all distributed on the
opposite corners of the grasping platform.
[0116] The use of the sensing device of the grasping
mechanism is as follows.
[0117] The first grapple sensor and the second grapple
sensor control the opening and closing angles of the
grapple.
[0118] The grapple sensing sheet is used to position
the grasping platform and provide feedback that the
grasping platform is lowered in place, and triggering of
the sensor indicates that it falls in place.
[0119] The in-place sensor, the first container position-
ing sensor, and the second container positioning sensor
are distributed on the two opposite corners of the con-
tainer. The first container positioning sensor senses two
sides of opposite corners of the container, and the second
container positioning sensor and the third container po-
sitioning sensor sense two sides of the container. After
normally correct positioning, all the first container posi-

tioning sensor, the second container positioning sensor,
and the third container positioning sensor are not trig-
gered. Once one of the first container positioning sensor,
the second container positioning sensor, and the third
container positioning sensor is triggered, it can be judged
that the grasping platform and the container do not match
with each other so that grasping cannot be performed at
this time.
[0120] A container positioning sensing block cooper-
ates with each of the first container positioning sensor
5-5, the second container positioning sensor, the third
container positioning sensor, and the grapple sensing
sheet. Under common circumstances, there is a 5mm
gap between each container positioning sensing block
and the container. When the grasping platform and the
container match with each other by more than 5mm, the
sensing block of one of the first container positioning sen-
sor, the second container positioning sensor, and the
third container positioning sensor must be in contact with
the container, which triggers the sensor.
[0121] The surface of the lifting shaft is provided with
the grapple plate for grasping the container. The engage-
ment between the power shaft and the lifting shaft can
drive the grapple plate at the bottom of the grapple fixing
block to rotate, which facilitates grasping the container.
The position sensing detection mechanism can sense
whether the grapple plate has reached the normal posi-
tion. After the grasping is completed, the grasping plat-
form is driven by the suspension robot to move in the
direction of the lifting belt.
[0122] Through the above embodiments, the present
disclosure provides a container storage system, which
comprises a rack, a plurality of containers, a carrier ve-
hicle, and a track-switching device. The rack includes a
track structure and defines at least one load-bearing plat-
form. The track structure includes a plurality of running
tracks, and the at least one load-bearing platform is lo-
cated below the running track. Each container is config-
ured for storing goods, and at least part of the containers
are stacked on the at least one load-bearing platform.
The carrier vehicle runs back and forth on the running
tracks to perform storage and retrieval operations on the
containers in the container storage system. The track-
switching device is configured to switch the carrier vehi-
cle from a current running track where the carrier vehicle
is located to a target running track.
[0123] The track-switching device includes a transition
track and a track-switching vehicle. The transition track
is connected to the end of each running track. The track-
switching vehicle is located on the transition track and
can move back and forth on the transition track, and the
track-switching vehicle is configured to receive the carrier
vehicle and transport the carrier vehicle to the target run-
ning track along the transition track. In some embodi-
ments, each of the current running track and the target
running track is formed by two running rails arranged side
by side on the same layer, and the transition track is
perpendicular to each running track. It should be under-
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stood that, in some other embodiments, by appropriately
modifying the rack structure, the current running track
may not be located on the same layer as the target run-
ning track. The rack includes a plurality of track layers,
each track layer is provided with a load-bearing platform
under it, each track layer is provided with several pairs
of side-by-side running rails, and the container storage
system is provided with the carrier vehicle and the track-
switching device corresponding to each track layer.
[0124] As shown in Fig. 7, in order to control the oper-
ation of the container storage system, it has at least one
processor 700, and the at least one processor 700 is
configured to:

control the plurality of carrier vehicles and/or track-
switching vehicles to run on the rack,
control at least one of the plurality of carrier vehicles
to store a container containing ordered goods into
the container storage system,
control at least one of the plurality of carrier vehicles
to retrieve at least one container containing ordered
goods from the container storage system to deliver
the at least one retrieved container to a temporary
workstation, and
control at least one of the plurality of carrier vehicles
to store at least one container containing at least one
picked goods in the container storage system, the
at least one picked goods coming from the at least
one retrieved container.

[0125] The at least one processor 700 is also config-
ured to control at least one of the plurality of track-switch-
ing vehicles to transport a corresponding carrier vehicle
to the target running track.
[0126] By using the device and system disclosed in the
above embodiments, the present disclosure also pro-
vides a method for storing and retrieving a target con-
tainer in/from a container storage system. The container
storage system includes a plurality of running tracks, a
plurality of containers stacked on at least one load-bear-
ing platform of the container storage system, and a plu-
rality of controllable carrier vehicles and a plurality of
track-switching vehicles. The container is used to store
goods. These running tracks can be supported on the
columns. In the description of the method below, a group
of containers stacked together at one storage location is
called a stacking tower. This method can be described
in combination with an inbound order, an outbound order,
and a transfer order.
[0127] As shown in Fig. 8, when processing the in-
bound order, the method includes as follows:

S810: determining a target storage location of a tar-
get container according to the order information, con-
trolling at least one carrier vehicle to run along a tar-
get running track to above the target container, and
loading the target container on the carrier vehicle by
means of a grasping mechanism, and then control-

ling the carrier vehicle loaded with the target con-
tainer to run along the target running track to above
the target storage location and placing the target
container in the target storage location.
S820: if the target container is not in a working space
of the current running track of the carrier vehicle,
controlling one of the track-switching vehicles to
transport the carrier vehicle to the target running rail
above the target container, and then controlling the
carrier vehicle to run along the target running rail to
be above the target container and loading the target
container on the carrier vehicle by means of the
grasping mechanism, and then controlling the carrier
vehicle loaded with the target container to run along
the target running track to above the target storage
location and placing the target container in the target
storage location.
S830: if the target storage location is not in the work-
ing space of the current running track of the carrier
vehicle loaded with the target container, controlling
one of the track-switching vehicles to transport the
carrier vehicle loaded with the target container to a
target running track corresponding to the target stor-
age location, and then controlling the carrier vehicle
loaded with the target container to run along the tar-
get running track to above the target storage location
and placing the target container in the target storage
location.

[0128] In the method of Fig. 8, the target container is
generally placed on an topmost layer of the target storage
location, but in some embodiments, the target container
may alternatively be placed on another specific layer of
the target storage location.
[0129] As shown in Fig. 9, when processing the out-
bound order, the method includes as follows:

S910: determining a location of a target container
according to the order information, controlling at
least one carrier vehicle to move to above the target
container along one of the running tracks, and pick-
ing up the target container by means of the grasping
mechanism of the carrier vehicle.
S920: if the target container is not at the topmost of
the stacking tower where the container is located,
controlling one or more carrier vehicles to transfer
and place non-target containers stacked above the
target container on other stacking tower by means
of the grasping mechanism of the carrier vehicle so
that the target container is located at the topmost of
the stacking tower, and controlling one carrier vehi-
cle to pick up the target container by means of the
grasping mechanism of the carrier vehicle.

[0130] In S920, during transferring and placing the
non-target containers stacked above the target container
on other stacking tower, the non-target containers can
be transferred one by one or in batch.
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[0131] S930: if the target container is not in the working
space of the current running track of the carrier vehicle,
controlling one of the track-switching vehicles to transport
the carrier vehicle to the target running track above the
target container, and then controlling the carrier vehicle
to run along the target running track to above the target
container and pick up the target container by means of
the grasping mechanism.
[0132] As shown in Fig. 10, when processing the trans-
fer order, the method includes as follows.
[0133] S1010: determining a target storage location of
a target container according to the order information, con-
trolling at least one carrier vehicle to run to above the
target container along a target running track, and grasp-
ing and moving the target container to the target storage
location and stacking it on a stacking tower at the target
storage location by means of the grasping mechanism
of the carrier vehicle.
[0134] S1020: if the target container is not at the top-
most of the stacking tower, controlling one or more carrier
vehicles to transfer and place non-target containers
stacked above the target container on other stacking tow-
er by means of the grasping mechanism of the carrier
vehicle, such that the target container is at the topmost
of the stacking tower, and controlling one carrier vehicle
to load the target container on the carrier vehicle by
means of the grasping mechanism of the carrier vehicle,
and placing the target container at the target storage lo-
cation.
[0135] In S1020, during transferring and placing non-
target containers stacked above the target container on
other stacking tower, the containers can be transferred
one by one or in batch.
[0136] S1030: if the target container is not in the work-
ing space of the current running track of the carrier ve-
hicle, controlling one of the track-switching vehicles to
transport the carrier vehicle to the target running track
above the target container, and then controlling the car-
rier vehicle to run along the target running track to above
the target container and load the target container on the
carrier vehicle by means of the grasping mechanism, and
then controlling the carrier vehicle loaded with the target
container to run along the target running track to above
the target storage location and place the target container
at the target storage location.
[0137] S1040: if the target storage location is not in the
working space of the current running track of the carrier
vehicle loaded with the target container, controlling one
of the track-switching vehicles to transport the carrier ve-
hicle loaded with the target container to the target running
track at the target storage location, and then controlling
the carrier vehicle loaded with the target container to run
along the target running track to above the target storage
location and place the target container at the target stor-
age location.
[0138] The working space of the carrier vehicle refers
to the area covered by the current running track of the
carrier vehicle, that is, the area in which the container

can be grasped when the carrier vehicle runs on the cur-
rent running track. Similarly, in the method of Fig. 10, the
target container is generally placed on the topmost layer
of the target storage location or the topmost of the stack-
ing tower, but in some embodiments, the target container
can also be placed in another specific layer of the target
storage location or an appropriate position in the stacking
tower.
[0139] It should be noted that the steps of the methods
described and claimed here do not need to be performed
in the described order, and one method does not neces-
sarily perform all the steps described.
[0140] The plurality of track-switching vehicles run on
the transition track, and the transition track is connected
perpendicularly to an end of a corresponding running
track. The carrier vehicle can move while suspended be-
tween the running rails. The track-switching vehicle can
move while suspended between the transition rails, and
during the track changing process, the carrier vehicle is
suspended under the track-switching vehicle. The top of
the running track serves as the at least one load-bearing
platform.
[0141] The specific structures and operations of the
rack, containers, carrier vehicles, and track-switching de-
vice in the container storage system and the method for
storing and retrieving the target container from the con-
tainer storage system can be understood by referring to
the detailed description of each module in the foregoing
embodiments, which will not be repeated herein.
[0142] The above descriptions are only preferred em-
bodiments of the present invention and are not intended
to limit the present invention, and any modification, equiv-
alent replacement, improvement, etc. made within the
spirit and principle of the present invention shall be in-
cluded in the protection scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A container storage system, comprising:

a rack comprising a track structure and defining
at least one load-bearing platform, the track
structure comprising a plurality of running
tracks, and the at least one load-bearing plat-
form being located below the running track;
a plurality of containers, each container config-
ured to store goods, and at least part of the con-
tainers being stacked and placed on the at least
one load-bearing platform;
a carrier vehicle configured to move back and
forth on the running tracks to perform storage
and retrieval operations to containers in the con-
tainer storage system;
a track-switching device configured to switch the
carrier vehicle from a current running track
where the carrier vehicle is located to a target
running track.
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2. The container storage system according to claim 1,
wherein the track-switching device comprises:

a transition track connected with an end of each
running track; and
a track-switching vehicle located on the transi-
tion track and movable back and forth on the
transition track, the track-switching vehicle con-
figured to receive the carrier vehicle and trans-
port the carrier vehicle along the transition track
to the target running track.

3. The container storage system according to claim 2,
wherein the current running track and the target run-
ning track are two parallel running tracks on the same
layer, and the transition track is perpendicular to
each running track.

4. The container storage system according to claim 2,
wherein the rack comprises a plurality of track layers,
each track layer is provided with one of the at least
one load-bearing platform under it, and each track
layer is provided with a plurality of the parallel running
tracks, the container storage system is provided with
the carrier vehicle and the track-switching device
corresponding to each track layer.

5. The container storage system according to claim 4,
wherein the container storage system includes at
least one processor, and the at least one processor
is configured for:

controlling the plurality of carrier vehicles and/or
track-switching vehicles to run on the rack,
controlling at least one of the plurality of carrier
vehicles to store a container containing ordered
goods in the container storage system,
controlling at least one of the plurality of carrier
vehicles to retrieve at least one container con-
taining ordered goods from the container stor-
age system to deliver the at least one retrieved
container to a workstation, and
controlling at least one of the plurality of carrier
vehicles to store at least one container contain-
ing at least one picked goods in the container
storage system, the at least one picked goods
coming from the at least one retrieved container.

6. The container storage system according to claim 5,
wherein the at least one processor is configured to
control at least one of the plurality of track-switching
vehicles to transport a corresponding carrier vehicle
to the target running track.

7. The container storage system according to claim 1,
wherein the rack comprises columns and a plurality
of pairs of load-bearing tubes fixed indirectly or di-
rectly on the columns, and two load-bearing tubes

are arranged in parallel to form one of the running
tracks, each load-bearing tube is tubular and com-
prises a tube cavity for a roller to roll in it, the load-
bearing tube is provided with a notch along an axial
direction of the tube for the roller to insert, and the
notch extends along an axial direction of the tube
cavity, the notches of the two load-bearing tubes are
arranged facing to each other, and the carrier vehicle
is suspended between the two load-bearing tubes
and moves between the two load-bearing tubes.

8. The container storage system according to claim 7,
wherein a side of the load-bearing tube where the
notch is defined is an inner side of the load-bearing
tube, the inner side comprises a first side portion
located above the notch and a second side portion
located below the notch, and carrier vehicle position-
ing holes are provided in any one of the first side
portion and the second side portion.

9. The container storage system according to claim 7,
wherein the load-bearing platform is arranged on the
top of the load-bearing tubes, and the top of the each
load-bearing tube is provided with a top protrusion
for positioning the container.

10. The container storage system according to claim 7,
wherein the two load-bearing tubes of each pair of
load-bearing tubes are connected together by cross
beams, and the cross beams are fixed on the top of
the load-bearing tubes and columns.

11. The container storage system according to claim 1,
wherein the running track is formed by load-bearing
tubes each having a tube cavity, the carrier vehicle
comprises a moving mechanism and a grasping
mechanism, the moving mechanism comprises roll-
ers disposed and capable of rolling in the tube cavity
of the load-bearing tube, and the grasping mecha-
nism is located below the running track and compris-
es a gripper for grasping the container.

12. The container storage system according to claim 11,
wherein the grasping mechanism comprises a grip-
per rotation device and a lifting device; the lifting de-
vice comprises a lifting platform, a lifting belt and a
lifting driving device for the lifting belt; and the gripper
rotation device comprises a gripper, a gripper driving
device and a gripper platform;
wherein the gripper driving device is disposed on the
gripper platform, the gripper is disposed on the side
of the gripper platform, a part of the gripper that
grasps the goods is a free end which extends out of
the gripper platform to under the platform, and a fixed
end of the gripper is fixed on the gripper rotation
shaft, the gripper rotation shaft is connected with the
gripper driving device, and the driving device drives
the gripper rotation shaft to rotate, thereby driving
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the gripper to rotate;
wherein the lifting driving device is arranged on the
lifting platform, the lifting platform is located above
the gripper platform, the lifting driving device is con-
nected to the gripper platform through the lifting belt,
a lower end of the lifting belt is fixed on the gripper
platform, an upper end of the lifting belt is disposed
on the lifting driving device, the lifting driving device
drags the lifting belt to move up and down, and the
lifting belt drives the gripper platform to move up and
down.

13. The container storage system according to claim 12,
wherein the gripper rotation device comprises a grip-
per rotation motor, a transmission shaft, a gripper
rotation shaft and the gripper; the gripper rotation
motor is in transmission connection with the trans-
mission shaft, and both ends of the transmission
shaft are provided with gripper rotation shafts; the
transmission shaft is in transmission connection with
the gripper rotation shaft, the gripper is mounted on
the gripper rotation shaft, the gripper rotation motor
drives the transmission shaft to rotate, the transmis-
sion shaft drives the gripper rotation shafts at both
ends to rotate, the gripper rotation shaft drives the
gripper to rotate, and the gripper rotates to realize
the action of grasping and releasing the goods con-
tainer.

14. The container storage system according to claim 13,
wherein both ends of the gripper rotation shaft are
provided with the grippers, and the two grippers act
synchronously with the gripper rotation shaft.

15. The container storage system according to claim 13,
wherein a gripper angle detecting sensor is provided
beside the gripper.

16. The container storage system according to claim 12,
wherein the lifting belt is a belt, and a lower end of
the belt is fixed on the gripper platform; the lifting
driving device is in transmission connection with a
winder on which an upper end of the belt is fixed.

17. The container storage system according to claim 16,
wherein one lifting belt, one winder, and one lifting
driving device together form a lifting unit, and the
lifting device comprises four lifting units.

18. The container storage system according to claim 12,
wherein a position sensor for sensing the contour of
the container is provided on an edge of the gripper
platform.

19. The container storage system according to claim 2,
wherein the track-switching vehicle comprises a ve-
hicle body and a moving mechanism mounted on
the vehicle body, the moving mechanism is connect-

ed with a driving device, and the driving device drives
the moving mechanism to drive the track-switching
vehicle to move back and forth on the transition track;
the track-switching vehicle is provided with docking
rails on its vehicle body, and the docking rails are
configured to be docked with the running track to
receive the carrier vehicle.

20. The container storage system according to claim 19,
wherein a docking rail base is fixed on the vehicle
body, the docking rails are movably connected with
the docking rail base, the docking rails are connected
with a docking rail driver, and the docking rail driver
is configured to drive the docking rails so that the
docking rails can move back and forth on the docking
rail base.

21. The container storage system according to claim 20,
wherein a sliding block is provided on an outer side
of each docking rail, the docking rail base comprises
a sliding groove, and the sliding block is located in
the sliding groove of the docking rail base.

22. The container storage system according to claim 19,
wherein an alignment positioning sensor is provided
between the docking rails and the running track.

23. The container storage system according to claim 19,
wherein a fixing device for the carrier vehicle is pro-
vided on the vehicle body, and the fixing device is
configured to push the track-switching vehicle and
the carrier vehicle together during track changing.

24. The container storage system according to claim 23,
wherein the fixing device for the carrier vehicle is
arranged on a side of the track-switching vehicle, the
fixing device for the carrier vehicle comprises a fixing
device motor, a compactor and a retractor, wherein
the retractor connects the fixing device motor and
the compactor, the compactor is configured to urge
the side of the carrier vehicle, and the fixing device
motor adjusts the forward and backward action of
the compactor through the retractor.

25. The container storage system according to claim 24,
wherein the compactor is a friction plate with an un-
even surface, a magnet or friction resin.

26. The container storage system according to claim 19,
wherein the transition track and/or the docking rails
comprise two grooved rails facing to each other, with
notches formed in inner sides of the grooved rails;
the grooved rail is tubular, and each grooved rail
comprises a tube cavity for a roller to roll in it; each
grooved rail is provided with the notch along an axial
direction of the tubular rail for the roller to insert, the
notch extends along an axial direction of the tube
cavity, and the side of each grooved rail where the
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notch is defined is an inner side of the grooved rail,
the inner side comprises a first side portion located
above the notch and a second side portion located
below the notch, and track-switching vehicle moving
positioning holes are provided on either side; a po-
sitioning sensor corresponding to the track-switching
vehicle positioning hole is provided on the track-
switching vehicle, and the positioning sensor is fixed
on the track-switching vehicle and located in the tube
cavity of the transition track.

27. The container storage system according to claim 26,
wherein the two grooved rails of the docking rails are
connected by a docking rail connecting piece, the
docking rail connecting piece is drivingly connected
to an electric actuator, and the electric actuator is
connected to an actuator motor; the actuator motor
drives the electric actuator to make a telescopic
movement, and the electric actuator in turn drives
the docking rail connecting piece to move back and
forth.

28. The container storage system according to claim 19,
wherein the moving mechanism of the track-switch-
ing vehicle comprises a roller device, the roller de-
vice comprises vertical rollers and horizontal rollers
disposed in the transition track, wherein the vertical
rollers roll in the bottom of the transition track, and
the horizontal rollers roll on inner side walls of the
transition track.

29. The container storage system according to claim 19,
wherein the moving mechanism of the track-switch-
ing vehicle comprises a two-axle roller assembly and
a roller driving device, the roller driving device com-
prises a motor and a transmission pair, the transmis-
sion pair connects the roller driving device and roller
axles, both ends of each roller axle are provided with
rollers, the roller driving device drives the roller axles
to rotate through the transmission pair, and the roller
axles drive the rollers to rotate.

30. The container storage system according to claim 29,
wherein the transmission pair is a belt transmission
device, the belt transmission device is drivingly con-
nected to the two axles, the motor drives belts on
the belt transmission device, the belts drives the two
axles to rotate, and the axles in turn drive the rollers
to rotate.

31. A method for storing and retrieving a target container
in/from a container storage system, wherein the con-
tainer storage system comprises a plurality of run-
ning tracks, a plurality of containers stacked on at
least one load-bearing platform of the container stor-
age system, a plurality of controllable carrier vehicles
and a plurality of track-switching vehicles, the con-
tainer is configured to store goods, and the method

comprises:

determining a target storage location of a target
container according to order information, con-
trolling at least one carrier vehicle to run along
a target running track to above the target con-
tainer, and loading the target container on the
carrier vehicle by means of a grasping mecha-
nism, and then controlling the carrier vehicle
loaded with the target container to run along the
target running track to above the target storage
location and place the target container in the tar-
get storage location;
if the target container is not in a working space
of the current running track of the carrier vehicle,
controlling one of the track-switching vehicles to
transport the carrier vehicle to the target running
track above the target container, and then con-
trolling the carrier vehicle to run along the target
running track to above the target container and
load the target container on the carrier vehicle
by means of the grasping mechanism, and then
controlling the carrier vehicle loaded with the tar-
get container to run along the target running
track to above the target storage location and
place the target container in the target storage
location; and
if the target storage location is not in the working
space of the current running track of the carrier
vehicle loaded with the target container, control-
ling one of the track-switching vehicles to trans-
port the carrier vehicle loaded with the target
container to a target running track correspond-
ing to the target storage location, and then con-
trolling the carrier vehicle loaded with the target
container to run along the target running track
to above the target storage location and place
the target container in the target storage loca-
tion.

32. The method according to claim 31, wherein the plu-
rality of track-switching vehicles is configured to run
on transition tracks, and each of the transition tracks
is connected perpendicularly to an end of one cor-
responding running track.

33. The method according to claim 31, wherein the car-
rier vehicle is configured to run while suspended be-
tween the running track.

34. The method according to claim 32, wherein the track-
switching vehicle is configured to run while suspend-
ed between the transition track, and during a track
changing process, the carrier vehicle is suspended
under the track-switching vehicle.

35. The method according to claim 31, wherein the top
of the running rack is configured as the at least one
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load-bearing platform.

36. A three-dimensional warehousing system, compris-
ing:

a rack defining a plurality of track layers ar-
ranged in a vertical direction;
multiple layers of load-bearing platforms, each
layer of load-bearing platform being located un-
der a corresponding track layer, and multiple
containers being stacked and placed on each
layer of load-bearing platform, and each con-
tainer configured to store goods; and
a plurality of carrier vehicles, each carrier vehicle
being suspended under a corresponding track
layer and configured to run along running tracks
of the track layer to perform storage and retrieval
operations to the containers of the three-dimen-
sional warehousing system;
wherein except for the topmost track layer, the
top of each remaining track layer serves as one
of the load-bearing platforms.

37. The three-dimensional warehousing system accord-
ing to claim 36, wherein the rack comprises multiple
columns and multiple pairs of load-bearing tubes,
each pair of load-bearing tubes forms one of the run-
ning tracks; the rack comprises a plurality of parallel
cross beams, each cross beam continuously fixes a
plurality of pairs of parallel load-bearing tubes, and
both ends of each cross beam are respectively fixed
on two of the columns, so that all the load-bearing
tubes are fixed to the columns, and the plurality of
pairs of parallel load-bearing tubes are divided into
multiple container storage areas.

38. The three-dimensional warehousing system accord-
ing to claim 37, wherein the top of each load-bearing
tube is provided with a top protrusion for positioning
the container, and the top protrusion is located in the
container storage area.

39. The three-dimensional warehousing system accord-
ing to claim 36, wherein the ground or platform is
one of the load-bearing platforms.

40. The three-dimensional warehousing system accord-
ing to claim 36, wherein each running track is formed
by a pair of load-bearing tubes, each load-bearing
tube is tubular, and comprises a tube cavity for a
roller to roll in it; each load-bearing tube is provided
with a notch along an axial direction of the tube for
the roller to insert, the notch extends along an axial
direction of the tube cavity, and the notches of the
two load-bearing tubes are arranged facing to each
other.

41. A suspension grasping device, the suspension

grasping device being configured to run along a
track, the track comprising double rails, each rail be-
ing tubular and having a tube cavity, the suspension
grasping device comprising:

a housing, the housing comprising:

a walking device comprising four walking
rollers on sides of the housing and front and
rear roller axles, both ends of each roller
axle being provided with the rollers, and the
rollers being configured to walk in the tube
cavities of the rails; and
a driving device configured to drive the walk-
ing device, the driving device comprising a
driving motor and a belt transmission de-
vice; the belt transmission device compris-
ing a first driving pulley and a second driving
pulley connected to an output shaft of the
driving motor, wherein the first driving pulley
is connected to a first driven pulley through
a synchronous belt, the second driving pul-
ley is connected to a second driven pulley
through a synchronous belt; the first driven
pulley and the second driven pulley are re-
spectively sleeved and fixed on the two roll-
er axles; the driving motor drives the first
driving pulley and the second driving pulley
to rotate, the first driving pulley and the sec-
ond driving pulley drive their respective driv-
en pulleys to rotate, the driven pulleys in
turn drive the roller axles to rotate, and the
roller axles rotate to drive the rollers to ro-
tate; and

a grasping mechanism arranged under the
housing and configured to grasp a container in
a three-dimensional warehousing system.

42. The suspension grasping device according to claim
41, wherein horizontally rolling guide rollers are also
arranged between the two rollers on the same side
of the housing, and the guide rollers are arranged
on the housing, the guide rollers comprise a fixed
guide roller and an adjustable guide roller, the fixed
guide roller is fixedly arranged on the housing, the
adjustable guide roller is arranged on an elastic de-
vice, and the elastic device is fixed on the housing.

43. The suspension grasping device according to claim
41, wherein the grasping mechanism comprises a
gripper rotation device and a lifting device; the lifting
device comprises a lifting platform, a lifting belt and
a lifting driving device for the lifting belt; the gripper
rotation device comprises a gripper, a gripper driving
device and a gripper platform;
wherein the gripper driving device is disposed on the
gripper platform, the gripper is disposed on the side
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of the gripper platform, a part of the gripper that
grasps the container is a free end which extends
beyond the gripper platform to below the gripper plat-
form, the fixed end of the gripper is fixed on the grip-
per rotation shaft, the gripper rotation shaft is con-
nected with the gripper driving device, and the driving
device drives the gripper rotation shaft to rotate,
thereby driving the gripper to rotate;
the lifting driving device is arranged on the lifting plat-
form, the lifting platform is located above the gripper
platform, the lifting driving device is connected to the
gripper platform through the lifting belt, the lower end
of the lifting belt is fixed on the gripper platform, an
upper end of the lifting belt is disposed on the lifting
driving device, the lifting driving device drags the lift-
ing belt to move up and down, and the lifting belt
drives the gripper platform to move up and down.

44. The suspension grasping device according to claim
43, wherein the gripper rotation device comprises a
gripper rotation motor, a transmission shaft, a gripper
rotation shaft and the gripper; the gripper rotation
motor is in transmission connection with the trans-
mission shaft, and both ends of the transmission
shaft are provided with the gripper rotation shafts,
and the transmission shaft is in transmission con-
nection with the gripper rotation shaft, the gripper is
mounted on the gripper rotation shaft, the gripper
rotation motor drives the transmission shaft to rotate,
the transmission shaft drives the gripper rotation
shafts at both ends to rotate, and the gripper rotation
shaft drives the gripper to rotate, and the gripper ro-
tates to realize the action of grasping and releasing
the goods container.

45. The suspension grasping device according to claim
44, wherein both ends of the gripper rotation shaft
are provided with the grippers, and the two grippers
act synchronously with the gripper rotation shaft.

46. The suspension grasping device according to claim
44, wherein a gripper angle detecting sensor is pro-
vided beside the gripper.

47. The suspension grasping device according to claim
43, wherein the lifting belt is a belt, and a lower end
of the belt is fixed on the gripper platform; the lifting
driving device is in transmission connection with a
winder on which an upper end of the belt is fixed.

48. The suspension grasping device according to claim
47, wherein one lifting belt, one winder, and one lift-
ing driving device together form a lifting unit, and the
lifting device comprises four lifting units.

49. The suspension grasping device according to claim
43, wherein a position sensor for sensing the contour
of the container is provided on the edge of the gripper

platform.

50. The suspension grasping device according to claim
41, wherein the grasping mechanism comprises a
grapple flat plate, a surface of the grapple flat plate
is provided with a grapple driving device, the grapple
driving device comprises a power shaft, both ends
of the power shaft are engaged with a lifting shaft for
rotating the grapple, the engagement between the
lifting shaft and the power shaft is achieved by bevel
gears, and both ends of the lifting shaft are installed
with a grapple fixing block, a bottom of the grapple
fixing block is provided with a grapple plate for grasp-
ing the goods container, lifting belts are provided at
outer sides of the grapple plate, and a position sens-
ing detection mechanism is disposed around each
lifting belt; and
the position sensing detection mechanism compris-
es a positioning guide sleeve and a guide post base,
the positioning guide sleeve is provided with therein
an interference guide post that is lifted up when in-
terference occurs during operation, a guide post is
installed inside the guide post base, the top of the
guide post is provided with a sensing block, the sens-
ing block is configured to trigger a sensor sensing
sheet near the top of the grapple fixing block.

51. The suspension grasping device according to claim
50, wherein the power shaft engages with a spindle
of a motor, and the motor is connected and installed
on a motor base through a fixing member.

52. The suspension grasping device according to claim
50, wherein both ends of the power shaft and the
lifting shaft are provided with bearing seats.

53. The suspension grasping device according to claim
50, wherein a belt pressing plate base is installed at
the bottom of the lifting belt, and a belt pressing plate
is fixed inside the belt pressing plate base.

54. The suspension grasping device according to claim
50, wherein the sides of the positioning guide sleeve
and the guide post base are provided with a sensor
bracket, the sensor bracket is L-shaped, and an arc-
shaped hole formed in the middle of the sensor
bracket is provided with a proximity switch to confirm
whether the grapple flat plate has reached the limit
position when retracted.

55. The suspension grasping device according to claim
50, wherein a sensor bracket is installed around the
lifting shaft, a first grapple sensor is installed on the
top of the sensor bracket on the side of the grapple
fixing block, a second grapple sensor is installed on
the bottom of the sensor bracket on the side of the
grapple fixing block, the first grapple sensor and the
second grapple sensor are used to control opening
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or closing angle of the grapple, the sensor end sur-
face of the grapple flat plate contains an in-place
sensor, a first container positioning sensor, a second
container positioning sensor, and a third container
positioning sensor, the bottom of the third container
positioning sensor is provided with a container posi-
tioning sensing block.

56. The suspension grasping device according to claim
55, wherein surfaces of the first grapple sensor, the
second grapple sensor, the in-place sensor, the first
container positioning sensor, the second container
positioning sensor, the third container positioning
sensor are provided with proximity switches, the in-
place sensor and the first container positioning sen-
sor are arranged opposite to each other, the first con-
tainer positioning sensor, the second container po-
sitioning sensor, and the third container positioning
sensor are all distributed on the opposite corners of
the grasping platform.

57. A track-switching device for switching a carrier ve-
hicle from a first running track to a second running
track, the track-switching device comprising:

a transition track connecting ends of the first run-
ning track and the second running track togeth-
er; and
a track-switching vehicle located on the transi-
tion track and configured to run back and forth
on the transition track, and the track-switching
vehicle comprising:

a vehicle body;
a moving mechanism installed on the vehi-
cle body;
a driving device connected to the moving
mechanism and configured to drive the
moving mechanism to move and therefore
drive the track-switching vehicle to move
back and forth on the transition track; and
docking rails arranged on the vehicle body,
and configured to be docked with the first
running track and the second running track.

58. The track-switching device according to claim 57,
wherein the transition track is formed by lateral mov-
ing rails and is arranged perpendicularly to the run-
ning track.

59. The track-switching device according to claim 58,
wherein the transition track and/or the docking rails
include a pair of grooved rails with notches defined
in inner sides thereof, and the notches of the two
grooved rails are arranged facing to each other; the
grooved rail is tubular, and each grooved rail com-
prises a tube cavity for a roller to roll in it, each
grooved rail is provided with the notch along an axial

direction of the tube for the roller to insert, and the
notch extends along an axial direction of the tube
cavity.

60. The track-switching device according to claim 59,
wherein a side of the docking rail where the notch is
defined is an inner side of the docking rail, the inner
side of the docking rail comprises a first side portion
located above the notch and a second side portion
located below the notch, and track-switching vehicle
walking positioning holes are provided on either side
portion; a positioning sensor corresponding to the
track-switching vehicle positioning hole is provided
on the track-switching vehicle, and the positioning
sensor is fixed on the track-switching vehicle and
located in the tube cavity of the transition track.

61. The track-switching device according to claim 59,
wherein the two grooved rails of the docking rails are
connected by a docking rail connecting piece, the
docking rail connecting piece is drivingly connected
to an electric actuator, and the electric actuator is
connected to an actuator motor. The actuator motor
drives the electric actuator to make a telescopic
movement, the electric actuator in turn drives the
docking rail connecting piece to move back and forth.

62. The track-switching device according to claim 57,
wherein the docking rail is connected with a docking
rail base, and the docking rail base is fixed on the
vehicle body; wherein the docking rail is movably
connected with the docking rail base, and the dock-
ing rail is connected with a docking rail driver, the
docking rail driver drives the docking rail so that the
docking rail can move back and forth on the docking
rail base.

63. The track-switching device according to claim 62,
wherein a sliding block is provided on the outer side
of the docking rail, the docking rail base comprises
a sliding groove, and the sliding block is located in
the sliding groove of the docking rail base.

64. The track-switching device according to claim 62,
wherein an alignment positioning sensor is provided
between the docking rails and the running track.

65. The track-switching device according to claim 57,
wherein a fixing device for the carrier vehicle is also
provided on the vehicle body.

66. The track-switching device according to claim 65,
wherein the fixing device for the carrier vehicle is
arranged on the side of the track-switching vehicle,
the fixing device for the carrier vehicle comprises a
fixing device motor, a compactor and a retractor,
wherein the retractor connects the fixing device mo-
tor and the compactor, and the fixing device motor
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adjusts the forward and backward action of the com-
pactor through the retractor.

67. The track-switching device according to claim 57,
wherein the moving mechanism comprises a roller
device disposed in the transition track, the roller de-
vice comprises vertical rollers and horizontal rollers,
wherein each vertical roller rolls in the bottom of the
transition track, and each horizontal roller rolls on
inner side walls of the transition track.

68. The track-switching device according to claim 67,
wherein the horizontal roller is an elastic roller.

69. The track-switching device according to claim 57,
wherein a workstation for placing of the container is
further provided under the track-switching device.

70. The track-switching device according to claim 57,
wherein the moving mechanism comprises a two-
axle roller assembly and a roller driving device. The
roller driving device comprises a motor and a trans-
mission pair, the transmission pair connects the roll-
er driving device and roller axles, both ends of each
roller axle are provided with rollers, the roller driving
device drives the roller axles to rotate through the
transmission pair, and the roller axles drive the roll-
ers to rotate.

71. The track-switching device according to claim 70,
wherein the transmission pair is a belt transmission
device, the belt transmission device is drivingly con-
nected to the two axles, the motor drives belts on
the belt transmission device, the belts drive the two
axles to rotate, and the axles in turn drive the rollers
to rotate.

72. A method for storing and retrieving a target container
in/from a container storage system, wherein the con-
tainer storage system comprises a plurality of run-
ning tracks, a plurality of containers stacked on at
least one load-bearing platform of the container stor-
age system, and a plurality of controllable carrier ve-
hicles and a plurality of track-switching vehicles, the
container is configured to store goods, and the meth-
od comprises
determining a location of a target container accord-
ing to order information, controlling at least one car-
rier vehicle to run to above the target container along
one of the running tracks, and picking up the target
container by means of a grasping mechanism of the
carrier vehicle, and
if the target container is not in the working space of
the current running track of the carrier vehicle, con-
trolling one of the track-switching vehicles to trans-
port the carrier vehicle to a target running track above
the target container, and then controlling the carrier
vehicle to run along the target running track to above

the target container and picking up the target con-
tainer by means of the grasping mechanism.

73. The method for storing and retrieving a target con-
tainer in/from a container storage system according
to claim 72, wherein if the target container is not at
the topmost of a stacking tower where the target con-
tainer is located, controlling one or more of the carrier
vehicles to transfer and place non-target containers
stacked above the target container on other stacking
tower by means of the grasping mechanism of the
carrier vehicle so that the target container is at the
topmost of the stacking tower, and controlling one
carrier vehicle to pick up the target container by
means of the grasping mechanism of the carrier ve-
hicle.

74. A method for storing and retrieving a target container
in/from a container storage system, wherein the con-
tainer storage system comprises a plurality of run-
ning tracks, a plurality of containers stacked on at
least one load-bearing platform of the container stor-
age system, and a plurality of controllable carrier ve-
hicles and a plurality of track-switching vehicles, the
container is configured to store goods, and the meth-
od comprises:

determining a target storage location of a target
container according to order information, con-
trolling at least one carrier vehicle to run to above
the target container along a target running track,
and grasping the container to the target storage
location and stacking it on a stacking tower of
the target storage location by means of a grasp-
ing mechanism of the carrier vehicle,
if the target container is not in the working space
of the current running track of the carrier vehicle,
controlling one of the track-switching vehicles to
carry the carrier vehicle to the target running
track above the target container, and then con-
trolling the carrier vehicle to run along the target
running track to above the target container and
loading the target container on the carrier vehi-
cle by means of the grasping mechanism, and
then controlling the carrier vehicle loaded with
the target container to run along the target run-
ning track to above the target storage location
and placing the target container at the target
storage location, and
if the target storage location is not in the working
space of the current running track of the carrier
vehicle loaded with the target container, control-
ling one of the track-switching vehicles to carry
the carrier vehicle loaded with the target con-
tainer to the target running track at the target
storage location, and then controlling the carrier
vehicle loaded with the target container to run
along the target running track to above the target
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storage location and placing the target container
at the target storage location.

75. The method for storing and retrieving a target con-
tainer in/from a container storage system according
to claim 74, wherein if the target container is not at
the topmost of the stacking tower, controlling one or
more carrier vehicles to transfer and place non-target
containers stacked above the target container on
other stacking tower by means of the grasping mech-
anism of the carrier vehicle, such that the target con-
tainer is at the topmost of the stacking tower, and
controlling one carrier vehicle to load the target con-
tainer on the carrier vehicle by means of the grasping
mechanism, and placing the target container at the
target storage location.
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